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THE ENGLISH SEASON 1993

GEORGE TARRY, Cheshire, England

Rather a frustrating season with many growers complaining
that their best flowers were over well before the main
shows. Once again an uncharacteristic weather pattern made

nonsense of careful plans. A series of frosty nights before Christmas
suggested that a traditional cold winter would follow but by mid-January
temperatures were 4° or 5° fahrenheit above the long term average and
this continued until the end of March. The main feature of this period
was a succession of cloudy days with both sunshine and rain well below
expectations. It was not surprising to hear experienced growers reporting
flowers up to a month earlier than planned.

The major shows opened with the RHS Early Competition in London
on 16th March and although a modest schedule of 12 classes, most
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of them had entries in double figures. As in previous years flowers from
Cornwell, from Ron Scamp and Dan du Plessis, collected the major
share of the awards against some keen competition from growers from
London and the surrounding area. The outstanding feature of the show
was Ron Scamp's success with flowers of his own raising including both
major classes for six blossoms, and three vases of three blooms, and
we look forward to several of these becoming available as we need
more early season exhibition cultivars.

The early season suited division 6 and gave an opportunity to see
many cultivars which are usually long forgotten by the date of the mid-
season shows. The Alliance was noted for its good impression in this
division.

The RHS is extending its range of activities to shows outside their
own hall and the next show on 8th April was part of the International
Gardening Fair at Wembley in the shadow of the International Sports
Stadium. The venue was not well received by several leading exhibitors,
particularly those who had to travel right across the city of London,
and also as the area allocated to the Daffodil Show was lit only by
floodlights and spotlights which gave uneven conditions for a true
assessment of the blooms.

Nevertheless there was an adequate supply of blooms, many of them
of the highest possible quality to reflect the early season. The main
seedling class for twelve by the raiser was won by Clive Postles using
a balanced collection mainly under number with the main competition
coming from John Pearson.

Corbiere Goldfinger
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The premier open class, the Devonshire Trophy for 12 blooms, was
keenly contested with six even exhibits and David Matthews scoring
a well deserved first against the regulars at this level including Eddie
Jarmen and Clive Postles. These trophy classes always attract a mix
of the best of established cultivars and recent releases, and are a valuable
guide to those wishing to improve their range of cultivars. Newer releases
to impress were Glen Allordale, 3 W-WYO, Ethos 1 Y-Y, and Triple
Crown, 3 Y-GYR.

As he considered that he could not stage a balanced collection, Paul
Payne concentrated on the single bloom classes with considerable success
including Blest Bloom in Show, Purbeck and Reserve Best Bloom,
Corbiere. The latter has proved most consistent with many growers and
is steadily building a long record of major awards. Other special awards
went to Eddie Jarman's Sherborne while Ron Scamp's Bunting was
best from divisions 5 to 8.

In the amateur section the 12 exhibits in the six bloom class made
a fine display with John Goddard, a novice a year ago, proving
a worthy winner.

The novice section was detached from the rest of the show in a poorly
lit area which was most unfair as the quality was most commendable,
particularly the exhibits staged by Ian Tyler. He had driven well over
200 miles to compete for the first time and was rewarded with a good
quota of prizes included Best in Section with Chelsea Girl.

After a break of a week we faced the peak of three shows compressed
into a mere six days, with the inevitable effect on both growers and
flowers. The first of these was the Daffodil Society at its usual venue
at Solihull in the Midlands. In spite of the adverse circumstances we
were very pleased to find that the volume of flowers was well up to
the level of previous years. The standard of quality throughout the show
is now very even and this has resulted in newer growers attempting
the collections to create additional interest.

Easily the most successful exhibitor was Richard Smales who won
five major collections — the Board Memorial (three vases of three
blooms), the Walter Ware (six pink cups), the White Daffodil, the
Leamington (six red cups), and the Williams (six all yellows). The Board
Memorial was particularly fine — White Star, Liverpool Festival and
Purbeck all in prime condition.

Clive Postles staged the only entry to retain the Bourne Cup (12
by raiser) and Paul Payne maintained his run in the Cartwright Cup
(12 in commerce) where we noted Flying Colours, 4 Y-Y, and State
Express, 2 Y-GOO, as variants from his previous regular cultivars.

In the other collections, the Barrington Memorial (six stems from
divisions 5 to 8) attracted 14 exhibits. I counted no fewer than 25 cultivars
(there may well have been more) and they provided a long and severe



test for the judges who eventually awarded this prestigious medal to
Jack Whitmore of Humberside, his first award at this level.

In the open single blooms classes many familiar cultivars recorded
further successes, but there were also some less well known. In the
trumpets Jan Dalton staged an outstanding Burntollet, 1 W-W, for Best
in Division and later Best in Show. In the large cups, Paul Payne had
an exceptional Liverpool Festival, 2 Y-O, normally an end of season
flower, for the divisional award. The classes for small cups reflected
the nature of the season and were very keenly contested with Hartlebury,
3W-00R, Royal Princess, 3 W-WWR and Evesham, 3 W-Y all in good
form but outclassed for Best in Division by Jim Pearce's Citronita, 3 Y-Y.

In the Amateur Section, the de Navarro Trophy now requires six
vases of three and at last the response came up to expectations with
five good exhibits. Colin Gilman joined the other Norwich growers for
the first time and staged a fine, balanced collection to secure the trophy.

Another first success was in the Welsh Trophy (three vases of three
blooms) which went to East Midlands grower Ron Parsons who followed
this with Best Amateur bloom, Newcastle, 1 W-Y.

The honour of established trophy winners was upheld by Derek
Bircumshaw who retained both the 12 bloom classes, the Wootten and
Norfolk Cups.

There was hardly time to draw breath before we were in London
for the RHS Show on Tuesday 20th April. This proved to be one of
the smallest for some years, best illustrated by the single bloom classes.
Frequently the most popular of these attract around 30 entries but on
this occasion very few reached double figures, and that was confined
to the late flowering types, the pink cups and small cups. Pride of place
in this section went to John Pearson's Altun Ha, 2 Y-W, which added
another Best in Show award to a remarkable series of honours in a
short time. Best trumpet was Noel Burr's Sharnden, 1 Y-Y, not yet
in commerce, while Michael Baxter had best small cup with Windhover,
3 W-YYO, although many doubted its qualifications for this division.

With separate classes for the various colour combinations, the range
of doubles (Division 4) continues to expand, and incidentally add to
the problems of reaching an agreed standard for this type. There was
some suprise when Pink Pageant took all the awards in its class to the
exclusion of the other cultivars but at least this demonstrated a degree
of consistency by the judges.

Only three exhibits were staged for the Engleheart Cup (12 by raiser)
with Brian Duncan recording another win over Clive Postles although
neither was quite in the peak form of some recent seasons. Clive had
the consolation of Reserve Best Bloom with 1-4-83, very similar in style
to his China Doll. Noel Burr's set made a very creditable impression
in third place.
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The Guy Wilson Memorial for six vases of all-white has never been
easy but this year only Clive Postles managed to assemble the required
collection by relying heavily on some of his more recent seedlings.

In the Amateur Classes, Richard Smales had retained most of his
blooms from the Daffodil Society Show and with some reinforcements
set up a very fine exhibit to take the Bowles Memorial Cup ( 15 vases
of three). This was the finest exhibit I saw all season and the list of
cultivars used is worthy of detailed study as it is a good guide to their
reliability - - very few amateurs can grow vast numbers and must
concentrate their efforts on those that produce a high proportion of
blooms to exhibition standard.

Sandy McCabe retained the Richardson Cup with a balanced
collection of familiar cultivars with the colorful pink double Holbeck
catching the eye.

The second day of the RHS Show was staging day at Harrogate,
more than 200 miles to the North. Some half a dozen exhibitors actually
staged at all three shows — Solihull, London and Harrogate — and
thoroughly merited the successes they achieved.

It was obvious that most northern areas had not had quite so early
a season as some other parts and the Harrogate Show maintained the
very high standard in both quality and quantity set in recent years.

Burntollet White Star
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Chelsea Girl Pink Pageant

Moon Shadow Purbeck
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One grower who had passed up the London Show was Paul Payne
and with his usual array of flowers he had little difficulty in retaining
the Northern Championship. Many of his cultivars have become familiar
in this class in recent years but he included two others of particular note.
Moon Shadow, 3 W-Y, was Best in Show, but I was even more
impressed by his Goldfinger, 1 Y-Y, which I thought was the best of
this I have seen to date, including those which have taken special awards
in London.

Second in the Championship was Derek Bircumshaw and as he had
also competed for the Richardson Cup in London this was well merited.

The prestigious Northern Group Trophy (three vases of three) went
to Dan Barnes for three first class vases, Panache, 1 W-W, Doctor Hugh
3 W-GOO, and Gay Kybo 4 W-O, but he was closely challanged by
Richard Smales, another grower who had contested the three shows
in six days.

The most successful exhibitor was Jack Whitmore from Humberside
who had easily his best season to date. He was successful in several
collection classes and followed this with most points in the single bloom
classes where he won a number of the most keenly contested classes.

Each season brings a further widening of experience and knowledge
of our flower and the exceptional nature of our 1993 show programs
provided both. In such a hectic succession of events I found that I was
unable to appreciate to the full many of the blossoms — more than
5,000 in competition in three shows and even more than that in the
displays which the bulb suppliers set up for our benefit. We all carry
forward from year to year a list of cultivars which offer the prospect
of strengthening our collections but I am sure that I failed to note some
that are on may own list and as a result a decision is deferred once
again. In addition there was only limited oportunities to compare notes
with other growers on the performance of recent acquisitions —
everybody was keeping a close watch on the passing time or had
disappeared for a well earned rest. We were reminded once again that
a balanced collection is essential if we are to exhibit regularly every year
and that yellow perianths are still in short supply after mid season. We
all have one or two on trial and live in hope!

Now we look forward to 1994 with renewed confidence as the
program of shows has reverted to a pattern of even spacing over a
reasonable period. All we need now is the spring weather that makes
the production of first class flowers that much easier.
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NEW DAFFODIL PRIMER NOW AVAILABLE

KlRBY W . FONG, Photography Chairman

In the March 1993 issue of The Daffodil Journal I described the project
Delia Bankhead and I were undertaking to develop a new "Daffodil
Primer" slide program and asked if there was enough interest to produce
copies for sale in addition to copies for upgrading our rental library
programs. I am pleased to announce that preparation of the master
slides and script is complete and that the level of interest was sufficient
for the ADS Board to approve the production of thirty copies, four for
our rental library and twenty-six for sale. The sale price is $50.

If you purchase a "Daffodil Primer," you will receive eighty 35mm
slides stored in plastic slide pages plus an eleven page script. There will
also be an alphabetic list of all cultivars mentioned in the Primer along
with names and addresses of possible suppliers. A modified list of
recommended cultivars based on the Washington Daffodil Society's list
for beginning growers is also included. You are permitted to reproduce
and distribute the written materials (but not the slides). If you frequently
speak to garden clubs about daffodils, this Primer will be a useful
presentation tool. You can modify the script or substitute some of your
own slides to produce custom presentations for your audiences.

The "Daffodil Primer" consists of several sequences of slides, each
emphasizing one aspect of daffodils. The first sequence is about planting
and cultivating daffodils. The second illustrates the divisional
characteristics. Slides of triandrus, cyclamineus, and jonquilla species
as well as hybrids show viewers the defining attributes of these particular
divisions. The third sequence show examples of color combinations and
explains color coding. A short fourth sequence shows old and new
cultivars of the same classification side by side to illustrate advances in
daffodil breeding. The fifth sequence shows standard and miniature
cultivars of good quality and moderate price that new growers might
try. A final short sequence shows examples of artistic designs with
daffodils since many garden club people are active floral designers.

In many cases we show multiple cultivars on one slide, so the total
number displayed in this set in one hundred twenty three even though
there are only eighty slides. The recommended cultivars are proven
ones from the United States, United Kingdom and Ireland; however
the cultivars illustrating form, color, and breeding are wide ranging. There
are new cultivars such as Altun Ha, Angel Wings, Bailey, Barnum,
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Crackington, Golden Topaz,  Nob Hill  and York Minster. There  are
down-under cultivars such  as Fortescue, Gold Plate, Machan, Mareeba,
Misquote, Nada,  Red Joker, Ricom, Riptide, Toya, Trelay,  and Triton.
And because garden club audiences  are fascinated with pinks, there
is a generous selection. Including  the recommended pinks,  the set
comprises Accent, Audubon, Bryce Canyon, Chelsea Girl, Cool
Peppermint, Dailmanach, Dear  Me, Dove Song, Filoli, Foundling,
Kabonova, Peacock, Phantom, Pink Silk, Pink Tea, Rainbow, Raspberry
Rose, Salome,  and Stray.

Because  the ADS is a non-profit,  tax exempt organization,  it can
engage  in only those activities consistent with this status. Accordingly,
the "Daffodil Primer"  is priced  to recover little beyond  its actual cost.
Furthermore, purchasers must certify that they  or the organizations  for
whom they  are purchasing the "Daffodil Primer" will  use it only  for non-
profit, research  or educational purposes.  To purchase  a copy  of the
"Daffodil Primer," contact ADS Executive Director Mary Lou Gripshover
who  is handling sales  and who will supply  you with  the certification
form  you must sign.

NOTES FOR THE NEWCOMER

UNDERSTANDING THE CATALOGUES

PEGGY MACNEALE, Cincinnati, Ohio

After  the holidays  our thoughts turn  to spring  and a new daffodil
season. Catalogues will soon  be in the mailbox.  How does  one figure
out which dealers  are best  for us?

Be aware that growers often differ from suppliers. Some U.S. suppliers
axe connected  to specific Dutch growers. Other suppliers deal with  a
number  of Dutch wholesalers. Catalogues from these firms offer many
different kinds  of bulbs,  all grown  in Holland. Although most  of these
general bulb suppliers  are reliable, watch  out for a very few: some tend
to use the word  NEW when they only mean  it is NEW to their
CATALOGUE; some  use exotic colored pictures which  are derived from
exotic printing inks; some ignore  all ADS attempts  to correct various
misnamed daffodils listed year after year.

On the other hand,  you can be sure that daffodil specialists are careful
to describe their offerings  in very accurate terms, though their catalogues
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may be merely modest listings with no illustrations. Hybridizers in the
U.S., England, Ireland, Tasmania, and New Zealand often specialize
in their own creations as family firms. Others offer bulbs from these
growers as well as from amateur hybridizers who do not sell their own
bulbs. All in all, it makes sense to send for catalogues from many sources,
as you will find some different desirable bulbs for your purpose and
pocketbook in each one.

As your catalogues arrive, read the front and back pages where you
will find the meaning of the descriptive terms. Also, look on these pages
for offerings, at reduced rates, of certain collections of named varieties.
This is often the best way to begin to get acquainted with fine tried-
and-true daffodils.

Now, what words do you look for in your decision making?
Accurate descriptions include the Division plus color code, time of

flowering (number from 1 to 5 or 6, or letter: E, M. L), the hybridizer,
and sufficient information to indicate whether the flower is a top show
winner and/or popular for garden decoration.

You will find that Division number has a lot to do with bloom time.
Div. 1, the trumpets, usually are early bloomers (1-2, or E). Thus, when
you see a 1 Y-Y listed as a 4-5 bloomer, you may want to add this
one to your order because yellow trumpets are rare in the garden at
the end of the season.

BOTANICAL GARDEN QUALITY PLANT LABELS
• Quickly installed with new or existing systems
• U.V. Stable Material
• Maintains plant identity in an attractive manner

Now is a great time to label your daffodils
with Botanical Garden Quality labels.
LetAAA assist you.

Eliminate your brittle markers, faded signs and plastic
tapes. Tired of waiting MONTHS for labek??? Our specialty
is SERVICE-NORMAL SHIPMENT 1-2  WEEKS.

We can also label your daylilies, Iris, Roses,
Hosta, and other plants. Our black or green labels are
supplied in several sizes and we can easily custom
fabricate to meet your requirements. Write or call for
free information package.

AAA QUALITY ENGRAVERS
Bernard & Warrene Holliday

5754 Oxford Place, Dept. DF-1 • New Orleans, LA 70131
(504) 393-6377 (Continental USA Only)
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Divisions 2 and 3 are strictly due to hybridizers' efforts, resulting from
crossing trumpets (originally "wild" ones) with the Div. 9, poets (originally
the various types of Div. 10 Narcissus poeticus). Gradually enormous
numbers of fascinating colors and forms have evolved, some with "large"
cups (Div. 2) and some with "small" cups (Div. 3). If the trumpet genes
predominate, the flower will bloom early to mid-season (2-3). If the
poet genes predominate, the flower will bloom mid- to late-season (4-5).
It is good to have some of each type in your garden to extend the
blooming season.

Division 4 includes all the doubles, single as well as multiple bloom.
Doubles usually bloom 3-4. Divisions 5 to 9 are all closely related to
the species, and tend to be shorter in stem length, with smaller flowers,
dainty in appearance. Many are sweetly scented. Division 6 flowers
are usually early (1); Division 5's mid-season (2-3); Division 7's and
8's and later (3-4); and 9's late (4-5).

Division 10 includes all the species, and Division 11 has been
designated for the split corona or "butterfly" cultivars, which have become
popular in the last twenty-five years. Division 11 's are usually 2-3.
Naturally there is one other item of importance in the catalogue
description: the price of the bulb. Do not be discouraged by the
sometimes horrendous figure. There are plenty of excellent, affordable
bulbs in every catalogue, so concentrate on these and soon, in various
ways, you will acquire your heart's desires.

Daffodils 1993-94
will be published by

The Royal Horticultural Society
during September 1993.

Copies are available from the American Daffodil Society, Inc., or
from RHS Enterprises, Ltd., Wisley, Woking, Surrey GU23 6QB,
England.

For details concerning membership of the Society, please write to:

The Secretary
THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

Vincent Square
London, SW1P 2PE, England
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HISTORY  AND EVOLUTION  OF THE DAFFODIL
Part  4

THE REVEREND GEORGE ENGLEHEART
"FATHER OF THE MODERN DAFFODIL"

HELEN  K . LINK, Brooklyn, Indiana

The Reverend George Engleheart was born  in 1851  in England.  He
was a descendent  of the celebrated gardener,  and man of science, Dean
Herbert.  He inherited all  of his ancestor's instincts  for horticulture. When
still  a young  man in the early eighties, while  he was a parish vicar  at
Chute Forest,  he began raising daffodils.  He was considered  "The
Daffodil Maker."  He started raising daffodils about 1881  at Appleshaw.

Before moving  to Appleshaw  he had lived  at Leicester  in a small
house with  no garden. After  his move  to Appleshaw  he spent  the first
three years  at remaking hybrids found  in Herbert, Leeds, Backhouse
and Nelson collections.  In a letter  to P.R. Barr  her remarked that  he
had various crosses between Corularias, triandrus, jundfolius,  etc., but
these proved  to be tender  and troublesome  to keep.  He produced
triandrus pulchellus  by a cross jundfolius (assoanus)  x triandrus.

His work began  in earnest after  he had shown some hybrids  at a
Royal Horticultural Show. They caused  so much attention that  he went
to work hybridizing, working  to produce  new things.  He did not keep
any records.  He had one helper whom  he had trained,  and Engleheart
declared they kept  the records  in their heads.

In 1917 Engleheart wrote  a letter  to The Brodie  of Brodie  in which
he remarked that  he was almost stone broke.  He admitted that  he was
unbusinesslike,  had no catalog  or list  of flowers but just sold from actual
flowers  at the shows.

He was a firm believer  in change  of soil  for the bulbs.  He had some
bulbs  of Weardale Perfection which were  not doing well  so decided
to exchange bulbs with  a friend. (They were  to send each other  the
worst looking bulbs they had.) When  he unpacked the bulbs from his friend
he found  he had been taken  at his word,  but when  the bulbs bloomed
the flowers were excellent.  He admitted change  of soil  put vigor  and
strength back into  the bulbs.

Reverend Jacob remarked concerning Engleheart,  "As the Sweet
Pea has his Eckford  and the hyacinth  its Voorhelm  so the Narcissus
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has its Engleheart." He was considered the greatest of the period because
of his painstaking care and progressive objectivity. He was well read,
highly cultivated, interested in archeology, and appreciative of everything
beautiful. He was closely connected with the excavation of Stonehenge.
His small garden was said to be perfection. In 1923 eelworn attacked
his bulbs and many of his fine things were lost.

One of Engleheart's crosses, Beacon x a seedling, produced Mitylene
(1923) and White Sentinel which were very smooth flowers with pointed,
wide, satiny petals and primrose cups. They were forerunners of better
whites. My Love came from White Sentinel (1948). He considered
White Queen his first good white, followed by White Emporer which
was the foundation for later good whites. In 1919 he sent to market
11,718 bunches of Horace, which was first shown in 1907. For these
he received/811.7s.

The poets were one of his interests and about Horace he wrote the
following in an introduction to A.F. Calvert's book Daffodil Growing
for Pleasure and Profit 1929: When in London in April, I see the shop
windows and the streets full of such flower, for example, as poeticus
Horace. I am always beset with a sense of astonishment in remembering
so clearly the morning when I saw its first bud opening on its first bulb.
There must be now many million of it in cultivation and in the trade
its bulbs are sold by the ton."

It has been reported that Engleheart made as many as 30 entries
in the shows and was never beaten in the large classes. He was particular
when it came to the use of containers to show his daffodils. His daughter
Catherine wrote an article published in the RHS Daffodil Year Book,
(1938), concerning the use of containers for exhibition of daffodils as
well as for use in the home. She reported that her father remarked,
"They are getting it much too big and quite spoiling." It was not only
size but ungainly form of some. She considered the beauty of the daffodil
to be chiefly in perfection of form. She and her father both insisted
that daffodil leaves should be used with the flowers; trumpet foliage
should be used with trumpets and triandrus foliage with triandrus flowers.

The Reverend had special containers made to show his daffodils.
His containers were tall, cylindrical, perfectly plain glass in several sizes.
Catherine wrote, "It is a great shame that the flowers should ever be
offered to the public without leaves." When writing about her father's
preference concerning color, she called his preference almond-petalled
Vigil.

In a report by P.D. Williams at the 1935 Daffodil Conference, he
remarked, "It is to Engleheart's work in these early days that we all
owe our gratitude."
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Some of the daffodils raised by Engleheart still available today in
connoisseur's gardens are: Dawn 5 W-Y (1907), Buttercup 7 Y-Y
(1890), Sea Green 9 W-GWR (1930, Beersheba 1 W-W (1923),
Papyrus 9 W-YYO (1926), Tenedos 2 W-Y (1923), Kantara 1 W-W
(1927), Helios 2 Y-Y (1912), and Caedman 9 W-YYR (1926). Many
of these have received A.M. and F.C.C. awards. Helios is one which
has done well for me in the sod and is the first to appear in the spring.
It has been down over 50 years and still blooming.

Reverend Jacob in 1913 wrote in the Daffodil Year Book, "Look
at any exhibit, look in any garden, and you will see flowers that would
not have been there had not the 'Daffodil Maker' been at work."

Reverend Engleheart died at Dinton, Hampshire in 1936.

Ref: Daffodils, Present Day Gardening, Reverend Joseph Jacob 1910
Daffodils, Outdoors and In, Carey E. Quinn, 1959
R.H.S. Daffodil Year Book, 1933, 1935, 1937
Daffodil Crowing for Pleasure and Profit, A.F. Calvert, 1929

VOICES FROM THE PAST

OCTOBER 12, 1933

Dear Mr. Barr:
Thank you for letting me see the "Sir Watkin" correspondence

which I return. I never had much to do with the flower or its history;
so far as I remember, someone, probably Mr. Wolley Dod, gave me
a bulb or two on its first appearance, and I heard that Dicksons of Chester
had bought it all, or as much as they could get, for /1200. I rather
doubt this amount. It was not useful to me in my work, for I couldn't
get it to seed and its pollen gave no results.

You should certainly write an article on it for the next Daffodil Year
Book. I have told Chittenden that he will probably have some difficulty
in getting contributions for it, as most of the specialists have already
given their experience or knowledge.

Now as to the origin of Sir W. That Pickstone raised it is out of the
question, and putting all the evidence together I am strongly of the belief
that it was a flower of very ancient introduction into Wales. Take the
parallel case of the white trumpet daffodils. These were recovered from
old gardens in England and Ireland, nearly always near the sites of
monasteries or other religious "houses." I myself obtained cernuus from
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an old garden in Amesbury, where there was once a famous abbey,
and I got double cernuus from a spot still named "Chantrey" Copse
in a Wiltshire wood, and the remains of a Chantrey or isolated chapel
are still there. Wales was full in medieval times of monasteries etc., and
it is quite probable that at the Dissolution under Henry VIII, when the
sites lay desolate, the flowers cultivated by the monks still lingered and
found their way into cottage and other gardens. The monks cultivated
them chiefly for their medicinal uses, real or supposed, and you probably
have heard that the Chartreuse liqueur is said to contain daffodil juices.
Anyhow I am quite prepared to believe that nearly all the daffodils found
in England, Wales or Ireland by the earliest writers such as Parkinson
and other "herbalists" were importations in this way. I think it much
more likely that Sir W. was a natural Spanish or Portugese hybrid, say
between Maximus or other large wild Ajax and poeticus, than that it
originated as a cross made in England. I put Tenby out of consideration;
it is too small and poor of constitution. As to Maximus, I think it is a
truly wild form from the Spanish peninsular, because there is a chain
of similar forms running from minor up to it. It was probably picked
out as a striking flower and got into semi-cultivation where Mr. Wolley
Dod found it.

We have to remember that no daffodil except N. pseudonarcissus,
the Lent lily, is truly wild in Britain; all others were imported, first (most
probably) by the religious orders, then from Holland when interest in
them as garden flowers began.

It has been held by some that the Leek, the emblem of Wales, was
really a daffodil, and it is much more probable that the emblem, as
that of other countries, was a flower rather than a kind of "stinking"
onion!

Yours sincerely,
George Engleheart

P.S. I had Maximus from Wolley Dod, from Trinity College, Dublin,
and from Hartland. After some seasons with me all looked much alike.
I crossed it with the early flowering kinds, spurius, H. Irving, etc., that
I had from your father's lists. Magnificense and Forerunner came out
of this, and I still have one here, fine color and early.
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MORE ABOUT PETER BARR

The Journal has been soliciting the knowledgeable veteran exhibitors
for biographies and information about the pioneers of the daffodil world.
Information is scarce and often contradictory with respect to these early
hybridizers. The Journal feels that it is most important that their memories
and early accomplishments be kept alive.

As an example of the difficulties encountered in obtaining precise
information relating to those early hybridizers, the Journal is happy to
reprint a letter from Sally Kington, Daffodil Registrar of the RHS, relating
to Peter Barr and the article concerning him contained in the September,
1993 Journal.

The Daffodil Journal 30 (1) September 1993

With regard to the article on Peter Barr in the above issue of the ADS
Journal, I wonder if you and Mrs. Link might think some or all of the
following adjustments should be published just in order to keep the record
straight.
— first para, line 1
For 1825 read 1826
Printed sources have differed over the years on Barr's date of birth.
But the Parish Register gives 20 April 1826.
— para 2
For In 1861, he formed Barr and Sons in Covent Garden in London.
In 1865 he founded Barr and Sugden which became Barr and Sons
in 1883 read In 1861, he formed Barr and Sugden in Covent
Garden in London, which became Barr and Son in 1882 and Barr
and Sons in the late 1890s.
— para 3, line 3
For Santa Marie read Santa Maria
— para 4, lines 5 & 6
For Ye Narcissus Daffodil Flower and Hys Roots read Ye Narcissus
or Daffodyl Flowre, and hys Roots

ara 4, lines 5 & 6
For The first cultivars marketed by him were... read Among early
cultivars marketed by him were...
Barr was selling cultivars for many years before the ones quoted here
came on the market; for instance he first catalogued Leeds and
Backhouse seedlings in 1879.
— last para, line 4
For The original forms of Barrii were raised by W.
Backhouse read The original forms of Barrii were largely raised by
W. Backhouse.
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TO LEARN WHAT'S "HOT" IN THE WORLD
OF HORTICULTURE, HAVE PATIENCE

SALLY FERGUSON, Netherlands Flower Bulb Information Center

As America's passion for gardening grows, journalists keep their ears
to the ground looking for what's "new," what's "hot" and what's "in"
in the world of horticulture.

These "perennial" questions are often asked of Frans Roozen
(pronounced Rose-in), technical director of the International Flower Bulb
Center, in the town of Hillegom, in the heart of Holland's traditional
bulb growing region, where flower bulbs have been big business for 400
years. Such "impatient" questions from writers cause Roozen to shake
his head.

"New" is a relative term when you are talking about flowers, especially
bulb flowers," says Roozen, whose family has been in the bulb business
since the mid-1800's. "Nature has its own timetable, and even the
wonders of science can rarely speed things up."

Roozen explains that the process of creating new varieties, called
hybridizing, is one that requires both skill and patience.

In the case of tulips, as long as 15 and sometimes 25 years can be
required before a new variety can be brought to market. Hybridizing,
he emphasizes, is a traditional craft practiced in Holland today much
as it has been for centuries.

"It is not unusual," says Roozen, "for the grandson to bring to market
a tulip hybrid that was originally created by the grandfather."

On the surface, hybridizing seems absurdly simple. Two flowers are
"mated" artificially, by rubbing the pollen of the stamen (male portion)
of one blossom against the pistil (female portion) of another. The skill
begins with the hybridizer's intimate knowledge of the hundreds and
even thousands of species and cultivars available to serve as "parents."

The Dreams of the Match Maker
The hybridizer must carry a computer bank's worth of data in his

head, weighing how different properties of color, flowering period,
resistance to disease and other qualities might be combined to yield
the qualities he seeks. Though certainly computers do play a part in
the modern hybridizing operation, according to Roozen, "The judgement
and skill of the hybridizer are qualities that cannot be replicated even
with all the modern advances in genetics."

A hybridizer's aim is to produce new varieties which: grow better than
the present varieties; are better suited for cut flower growing or garden
purposes; are more unique in shape, color and stem length; or possess
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specific desired characteristics such as improved disease resistance,
durability as a cut flower, or scent.

Choosing Ones Parents
Hybridizers look for parents among three types of flowers: cultivars,

botanicals or species, and sports. Cultivars are those types of flowers
that have been previously created by the hybridizer's hand. Species refers
to flower varieties as they are found in nature. Sports are natural
mutations that happen by chance and are discovered by the trained
eye of a grower or hybridizer. All of today's lovely double-flowering
tulip varieties, for example, can be traced to various sports.

To help preserve the gene pool for future hybridizers, the Dutch flower
bulb industry has long subsidized and supported the Hortus Bulborum
in Limmen, the Netherlands, which is literally a living museum of bulb
flowers. This outdoor patchwork flower field includes varieties which,
for one reason or another, are no longer commercially cultivated.
Cultivars in the museum date back as far as 1595 and some are as
recent as 1963, each marked with a plaque to identify the flower and
the year of its baptism. The museum is actively used by commercial
hybridizers, and is a popular tourist attraction in spring.

The Patient Process
In a hybridizer's green house, the stamens of the mated flower are

protected by bits of foil to prevent any accidental pollination. Unlike
the flowers in the field of a bulb grower — who cuts off the blossoms
of his tulips in their prime, so that the plant's energy is directed at
developing a stronger bulb — the bulbs in a hybridizer's operation are
allowed to die and go to seed. These seeds are then carefully harvested
and catalogued and planted under controlled conditions.

Flowers grown from mature bulbs — such as those planted in home
gardens each fall — grow to glorious full size the first spring. That is
what bulbs do. Bulbs are living plants that have surrounded themselves
with fleshy nourishment and moisture in order to perpetuate themselves
(an evolutionary trick learned on the arid steppes of the eastern
Mediterranean region, where many popular bulb species originated).

The seeds that the hybridizer sows, however, yield almost
infinitesimally tiny plants the first spring. These "preemie" bulbs must
be carefully nurtured through their first year, and then replanted year
after year until the first tiny blossoms appear. It can take five years or
longer before a hybridizer even has an inkling if he's landed near the
target color or shape he was aiming for! Years more of nurturing, trials
and other work await before he knows if he has something to offer
the market.

Of Scent and Red Daffodils: the Current Trends
The "hot" news (with apologies to Franz Roozen) in the hybridizing

world these days are the searches for more heartily-scented varieties
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of many bulb flowers, plus new rose, salmon and even red shades of
daffodils.

"When one is hybridizing with an eye to attaining certain qualities,"
explains the Dutch expert, "other qualities can be lost. Tulips for
example, are known more their beauty than their scent. Yet in nature,
some tulips have lovely scents — for example, Double Early Tulips such
as 'Peach Blossom' and 'Monte Carlo' have a nice honey-like scent.
Several hybridizers now are looking to create tulip varieties that are as
pleasing to the nose as to the eye."

Roozen warns that these and other new hybrids will enter the market
slowly, for even after the long process of creating a new variety, it can
take many more years for commercial growers to build up sufficient
quantities of the bulbs to supply the marketplace. This is especially true
of tulips, which have proved resistant to new, scientific techniques such
as tissue culture and scaling which are helping to speed up the time
needed to build up stocks of other new hybrids, notably lilies and
hyacinths.

So Many Choices: New and Old
In the meantime, Frans Roozen suggests gardeners turn to fruits of

labors past: the bulb flowers created by earlier generations of Dutch
hybridizers.

"In the garden," says Roozen, whose love of flowers is both personal
and professional, "new is not always what is best, or even the most
fashionable. Many of the existing hybrids and cultivated species bulbs
are among the most exquisite."

He is quick to add, though, that people should not just stick to their
old standbys. "Why plant only King Alfred daffodils, for instance, when
there are hundreds of other choices to consider, such as Dutch Master,
Golden Harvest, Ice Follies or little Tete-a-Tete."

Exquisite bulbs, new or old are available now, and who knows, a
bulb planted this fall might yield a sport next spring, a brand new variety
of flower created, by nature, right in your own front yard.

THE MYSTERIES OF THE EAST

LEONE Y A R B O R O U G H LOW, Yellow Springs, Ohio

Garden design, creating artistic views from natural components in
limited areas, is one of the four principal Chinese art forms. The Chinese
garden artists shared their secrets with the Japanese in the eighth century,
and with the Europeans a millenia later.
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Daffodil fanciers aren't surprised that one of "The 12 Key Ornamentals
Used in Nearly Every Chinese Garden" is one of ours, Narcissus tazetta
var. orientalis, or polyanthus narcissus. This is a Chinese traditional spring
plant which they describe as "fairy girls riding the waves" for the fairy-
like flowers in clusters among beautiful green leaves which respond to
the breezes' whims.

The Chinese use daffodils for color and as site-specific foreground
materials in ornamental gardens, or in beds out of doors.

The original source of the bulbs is shrouded in mystery, but one
suggestion is that Marco Polo is the traveler who brought them. Were
the Chinese the travelers who introduced the white tazettas that grow
on the coast of Japan? These are similar to paper-whites but have a
different karyotype.

HAPPINESS IS - SHARING POETICUS DAFFODILS

MEG YERGER, Princess Anne, Maryland

For years I have had an extensive correspondence with poeticus
daffodil enthusiasts all over the world. It has led to a chance to acquire
many poeticus bulbs that would have been impossible to get otherwise.
In September 1988 a wonderful opportunity came to share my bulbs
with a man in East Germany who had only Actaea and recuwus for
a number of years, and finally of late Como, Dulcimer and Cantabile,
He said in passing that he did wish he had Sea Green.

Well — I have sold most of my Sea Green and I do like to use it
in hybridizing but I went at once to the row where it is planted and
dug up the whole row in order to find whether in this extra-dry season
there might be any which had not yet sent out their new roots. There
were three offsets! He had mentioned offsets in saying that he would
like to have perhaps an offset from some of my "sweet series" so it
seemed to me that he would probably welcome small Sea Greens. I
had no "sweets" available but thought since he likes Sea Green he might
like her offspring. The result is that I sent him offsets of Lemon Cooler
and Mint Mist registered in 1987 and Green Scene and Greenspan
registered in 1988.

The joy to me is — and I treasure the thought — that some of my
very own poeticus children have the chance to live in middle Europe
in lovely Dresden where there has never been anything like them before.
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DAFFODIL GROWING IN LATVIA

JURIS SVARCS, Ogre, Latvia

In late April, 1990, three Latvian daffodil breeders — Janis Ruksans,
Evalds Paupers and myself — arranged our own flower show in Riga,
to display our achievements in daffodil breeding. A flower show is a
great feast for the eye of every grower as well as the general public
since they get acquainted with the results of persistant efforts of so many
years.

I was pleasantly surprised to see the hybrids of Janis Ruksans. I have
known him quite well for many years and I have seen the results of
his work at the flower shows. For this show he exhibited 61 hybrids,
some of which have been registered with the RHS. Many of them were
of superb quality, with a good perianth form and texture, and having
balanced proportions of the perianth and the corona. It can be concluded
that his visit to English and Northern Irish daffodil breeders and flower
shows has been a good "school" for him. He is also the owner of the
largest, most recent daffodil collection — about 600 varieties. The
greatest interest was caused by hybrid 85-57-3, 11 W-W, with the corona
closely fitting the perianth. Another hybrid of excellent quality is also
a split-corona, 85-57-2, 11 Y-Y. He also exhibited hybrids belonging
to Division 4. Janis Ruksans is the only grower in our republic who
grows daffodils of the cyclamineus group. The variety Atmoda
(Awakening) should be particularly singled out. From Division 2 there
were four cultivars which drew much attention. From among the yellow-
orange ones I was particularly impressed by Academician Sacharov,
2 Y-O — a dedication to the late Russian democrat and fighter for
human rights; and from among the reversed daffodils — 79-10-1, 2
W-Y.

Evalds Paupers displayed two hybrids with yellow perianths but
undoubtedly, his greatest success is Brigitta, a 2 W-P whose corona
is brightly pink.

The author of this article being the youngest of the three growers
has learned a lot from his more experienced collegues. That spring
brought me the first real satisfaction after eight years' breeding effort
because several prospective hybrids started blooming from the
combination Semiramis x Orangery. The most interesting hybrids from
the split-corona group are an 11 W-YYO and an 11 Y-Y. Several years
ago I was really impressed by Jack Gerritsen's colour photographs of
the varieties which I saw in our Horticulture Journal, namely: Royal
Highness, Caresse, Flyer, and Tricollet. That is why I tried to obtain
hybrids of Division 11.
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I had also exhibited several reversed split-corona daffodils from  the
combination Binkie  x Orangery.

As several varieties  of Division  11 from  the previous years  in the
famous Mitch company catalogue have been added, including Shrike,
11 W-P,  I hope  the ice of mistrust towards this division will  be broken
soon.

One more trend  in Latvian daffodil growing should  be emphasized.
It was started  by the late daffodil grower  J. Bleijers  who was,  in fact,
the only  one working  in this field  in the 50's and 60's.  As our daffodil
growers give preference  to varieties with large flowers  (for selling  cut
flowers) which have mainly been grown  by the Dutch breeders,  J.
Bleijers tried  to create hybrids  of this type.  I am also  in some  way
continuing  in this direction. Though  the hybrids obtained  do not have
ideal form  and texture  of the perianth  and corona  is weak, still there
are many people  who like such hybrids.

It seems that the show was quite  a success.  It was attended  by about
3,000 visitors, including many tourists.
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CLASSIFICATION CHANGES

The Nineteenth Supplement to The International Daffodil Register
(1969) issued by the Royal Horticultural Society in September of this
year lists the following changes to cultivars which are listed in Daffodils
to Show and Grow. There are also other changes which have been
made in the Data Bank.

Cultivar
Ace of Diamonds
Brano
Cairn Toul
Cavendish
Cheer Leader
Doctor A. Fleming
Everglades
Gin and Lime
Ice Chimes
Jumblie
Moon Orbit
Namraj
Ocarino
Peche Melba
Pipit
Quince
Rival
Stratosphere
Stylish
Toby
Una Bremner
Waterperry

Change to:
9 W-R
2 W-Y
Cairntoul
4 W-0
3 YYO-R
2 W-0
4 W-0
1 Y-W
the perianth is sometimes whitish
12 Y-0
varies between Divs 2 and 1
2 Y-YYR
4 Y-Y
11 Y-0
7 YYW-W
12 Y-Y
6 Y-Y
orange corona dependent on climate
2 O-O
syn. of Toby the First
2 Y-OYY
7 W-YPP

NEW ISSUE OF DAFFODILS TO SHOW AND GROW
At the fall meeting of the Board of Directors, the Board voted to

print a new issue of Daffodils To Show and Grow. This will be ready
by January 1, and will be available from the office for $6.00. The
classification changes listed above are included in the new edition, but
are printed above to call your attention to them. In the years since 1989
when DTS&G was last printed, there have been a number of
classification changes which are now incorporated in the new edition.
Be sure to check the new edition before entering shows this
spring.
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MORE MATTERS OF CLASSIFICATION

The Narcissus Classification Advisory Committee of the RHS has
revised the definitions for several divisions. The new definition of Division
6 is as follows (bold type indicates a change):

DIVISION 6-CYCLAMINEUS DAFFODILS OF GARDEN
ORIGIN

Characteristics of N. cyclamineus clearly evident: one flower
to a stem; perianth segments significantly reflexed; flower
at an acute angle to the stem, with a very short pedicel (neck).

The new definition for Division 11 is as follows:
DIVISION 11 -SPLIT CORONA DAFFODILS OF

GARDEN ORIGIN
Corona Split — usually for more than half its length.
a) Collar Daffodils

Split-corona daffodils with the corona segments opposite
the perianth segments; the corona segments usually in
two whorls of three

b) Papillon Daffodils
Split-corona daffodils with the corona segments alternate
to the perianth segments; the corona segments usually
in a single whirl of six.

The subdivisions, denoted by lower case letters a and b,
will appear immediately after the division number, and will
be followed after a space by the color code: for example,
l l a W-W, l i b W-W.

Recognizing that some daffodils have non-concentric coloring, an
oblique line will be placed after the predominant color, and the guideline
now reads:

When coding colors in perianth or corona that appear in
radial rather than concentric bands, or in a flare from the
base, or in flecks or splashes: start with a letter for the
predominant color; proceed with an oblique line; follow
with the letter(s) (in any order) for the non-predominant
color (s).

For example, a yellow flower with the perianth segments having a
white streak on the midrib will be Y/W-Y; a white flower having radial
bands of orange and yellow on the corona segments will be W-W/OY.

In coding the green at the eye zone, the guidelines now reads:

The green at the eye zone of a daffodil, whether in tube
or corona, may be included in the color code if it is
prominent and plain to see.
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Registrants will be advised to include green in the color code only
if it is consistent from year to year.

The above changes are at the outset for guidance only in registering
new cultivars. Existing cultivars, beginning with those in current
cultivation, will be reclassified and/or recoded after due consideration
by the NCAC of individual cases.

In all categories, the NCAC will welcome help: in identifying cultivars
that warrant reclassification according to the revised definitions of Division
6 and 11, or re-coding according to the guideline on green at the eye
zone, and in deciding which of the non-concentric colors, say in the
corona segments of a Papillon, is predominant.

Please send your recommendations, preferably with a picture, to the
ADS office for forwarding, or directly to Mrs. Sally Kington, RHS Daffodil
Registrar, 80 Vincent Square, London SW1P 2PE, England.

DIVISION 10
The RHS has asked the various national daffodil societies for views

on certain changes of classification proposed by the NCAC following
a review of Division 10. In accordance with the definition of Division
10, daffodils of proved wild origin have been recommended for retention
in or removal to Division 10; daffodils for which no wild origin has been
proved to have been recommended for retention in or removal to
Divisions 1 - 9 or 11 - 12. Three lists accompanied the query. The
RHS would be pleased to hear from anyone who has evidence from
historical sources or from experience for or against the proposed changes.
Therefore, anyone who is interested is encouraged to write the ADS
office for the three lists, and to correspond directly with Mrs. Kington.

A ROSE IS A ROSE IS A ROSE, UNLESS ITS
AT. JUNCIFOLIUS

For several years there has been confusion in some quarters regarding
the proper nomenclature for what we used to call N. juncifolius. For
a brief time it was being called N. requienii. Now it appears that it was
called N. assoanus before it was called either N. requienii or N.
juncifolius.A letter from Sally Kington says that the RHS follows
Blanchard on this, and that in the future, we are to call N. juncifolius/N.
requienii by its proper name — N. assoanus.
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MINIATURE COMMITTEE REPORT
December, 1993

At the ADS Fall Meeting a motion was passed making it easier to
add Miniatures to the ADS Miniature List. The motion will change the
Rules for Miniatures adopted March 16, 1989. Item # 5 has now been
changed to read: As an integral part of the recommendation, one of
these growers, the sponsor, must complete a simple, comprehensive
form outlining performace characteristics as the candidate grows under
his/her conditions. A photograph with a metric ruler of the foliage and
flower of the candidate as it grows must be submitted with the application
for approval for miniature status and addition to the approved list. The
other two growers must submit to the Chairman written
recommendations in support of the candidate. The cultivar will then
be added to the ADS Miniature List.

The following candidates are now added to the list:

1. Alec Gray 1 W-W Elizabeth Capen
2. Little Lass 5 W-W (M. Fowlds) G.E. Mitsch
3. Little Miss 6 Y-Y Mrs. G. Link
4. Little Missus 7 Y-Y Glenbrook
5. Little Sentry 7 Y-Y (Alec Gray) Broadleigh Gardens
6. Oz 6 Y-Y W.G. Pannill
7. Sabrosa 7 Y-Y J.W. Blanchard
8. Sewanee 2 W-Y Roberta Watrous
9. Snook 6 Y-Y Glenbrook

10. Toto 6 W-W W.G. Pannill

Several candidates are eligible for the list as soon as the Miniature
Committee receives a photo. They are Angel's Whisper 5 Y-Y
(Glenbrook); Chappie 7 Y-0 (Watrous);Loyce 7 Y-YYO (Watrous);
and Odile 7 Y-O (Watrous).

Recommendations have been received for Bow Bells 5 Y-Y, Cornish
Cream 12 Y-Y, and Fresh Season 12 Y-Y all from James Wells; and
Crevette 8 W-0 (Blanchard). Formal applications and photos still need
to be submitted for these cultivars.

The following cultivars have candidate status: Bitsy 6 W-W (Link);
Fyno 12 W-W (Glenbrook); Mickey 6 Y-Y (Glenbrook); Nanty 6 Y-Y
(Glenbrook); Spoirot 12 W-W (Glenbrook); Totten Tot 6 Y-Y (Wells);
Gripshover 73/61 and Three of Diamonds (Gripshover).

Please submit your applications, recommendations and photos. Your
help is appreciated.

—NANCY R. WILSON,
Miniature Committee Chairman
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MINIATURE SLIDES IDENTIFICATION PARTY, 1994

Kirby Fong has been taking a lot of pictures at ADS shows for the
Miniature Committee. We are concerned that the cultivar in a slide is
identified correctly, consequently, we have planned for an extra day
at the 1994 Convention in Portland. This day will be for viewing
Miniature slides old and new. If you are interested in attending and
helping us with this project, let me know, the room rate will remain
at Convention rates for our convenience. We will start early in the
morning and hope to be through in time for those attending to take
a late afternoon self-guided tour or go to dinner with a friend. If you
have experience with Miniatures, even a few, come along and help us.

Send inquiries or confirmations to:

Nancy R. Wilson, Miniature Committee Chair
6525 Briceland-Thorm Road
Garberville, CA 95542
(707) 923-2407
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ADS APPROVED LIST OF MINIATURES, 1994

Flower Name
Agnes Harvey
Alec Gray
Angie
April Tears
Arctic Morn
Atom
Baby Moon
Baby Star
Bagatelle
Bebop
Bobbysoxer
Bowles' Bounty
Candlepower
Charles Warren
Chit Chat
Clare
Cobweb
Cricket
Cupid
Curlylocks
Cyclataz
Demure
Doublebois
Elfhorn
Elka
Eystettensis
Fairy Chimes
First Kiss
Flomay
Flute
Fyaway
Frosty Morn
Gambas
Gipsy Queen
Greenshank
Halingy
Hawera
Heidi
Hifi
Hors d'Oeuvre

Class
5 W-W
1 W-W
8 W-Y
5 Y-Y

5 W-W
6 Y-Y
7 Y-Y
7 Y-Y
1 Y-Y
7 Y-Y

7 Y-YYO
1 Y-Y

1 W-W
1 Y-Y
7 Y-Y
7 Y-Y
5 W-Y
5 Y-Y
6 Y-Y
7 Y-Y
8 Y-0
7 W-Y
5 W-W
12 Y-Y
1 W-W
4 Y-Y
5 Y-Y
6 Y-Y

7 W-WWP
6 Y-Y
6 Y-Y

5 W-W
1 Y-Y

1 YYW-WWY
6 Y-Y

8 W-Y
5 Y-Y
6 Y-Y
7 Y-Y
8 Y-Y

Flower Name
Hummingbird
Icicle
Jessamy
Jetage
jonq. Flore Pleno
Jumblie
Junior Miss
Kehelland
Kenellis
Kibitzer
Kidling
Laura
Likely Lad
Lilliput
Little Beauty
Little Gem
Little Lass
Little Miss
Little Missus
Little Prince
Little Rusky
Little Sentry
Little Sunshine
Lively Lady
Marionette
Mary Plumstead
Marychild
Minicycla
Minidaf
Minnow
minor pumilus plenus
Mite
Mitzy
Moncorvo
Morwenna
Muslin
Mustard Seed
Nylon
Opening Bid
Oz

Class
6 Y-Y

5 W-W
12 W-W

6 Y-Y
4 Y-Y

12 Y-0
6 W-Y
4 Y-Y

12 W-Y
6 Y-Y
7 Y-Y

5 W-W
1 Y-Y
1 W-Y
1 W-Y
1 Y-Y

5 W-W
6 Y-Y
7 Y-Y
7 Y-0

7 Y-GYO
7 Y-Y
6 Y-Y

5 W-W
2 Y-YYO

5 Y-Y
12 Y-Y
6 Y-Y
1 Y-Y
8 Y-Y
4 Y-Y
6 Y-Y

6 W-W
7 Y-Y
2 Y-Y

12 W-W
2 Y-Y

12 W-W
6 Y-Y
6 Y-Y
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Pango
Paula Cottell
Pease-Blossom
Pencrebar
Pequenita
Petit Beurre
Picarillo
Piccolo
Picoblanco
Pixie
Pixie's Sister
Pledge
Poplin
Poppet
Quince
Raindrop
Rikki
Rip van Winkle
Rockery Beauty
Rockery Gem
Rockery White
Rosaline Murphy
Rupert
Sabrosa
Sea Gift
Segovia
Sennocke
Sewanee
Shrew
Shrimp

8 Y-Y
3 W-GWW

7 Y-Y
4 Y-Y
7 Y-Y
1 Y-Y
2 Y-Y
1 Y-Y

2 W-W
7 Y-Y
7 Y-Y

1 W-W
12 Y-Y
5 W-W
12 Y-Y
5 W-W
7 W-Y
4 Y-Y

1 W-W
1 W-W
1 W-W
2 Y-Y
1 W-Y
7 Y-Y
7 Y-Y

3 W-Y
5 Y-Y
2 W-Y
8 W-Y
5 Y-Y

Sir Echo
Skelmersdale Gold
Skiffle
Small Talk
Sneezy
Snipe
Snook
Snug
Soltar
Spoirot
Sprite *
Stafford
Stella Turk
Sun Disc
Sundial
Taffeta
Tanagra
Tarlatan
Tete-a-Tete
Tiny Tot
Tosca
Toto
Tweeny
W.P. Milner
Wee Bee
Wideawake
Wren
Xit
Yellow Xit
Zip

1 Y-W
1 Y-Y
7 Y-Y
1 Y-Y
1 Y-Y

6 W-W
6 Y-Y

1 W-W
6 Y-Y

12 W-W
1 W-W
7 Y-0
6 Y-Y
7 Y-Y
7 Y-Y

12 W-W
1 Y-Y

12 W-W
12 Y-Y

1 Y-Y
1 W-Y

6 W-W
2 W-Y
1 W-W
1 Y-Y
7 Y-Y
4 Y-Y

3 W-W
3 W-Y
6 Y-Y

Future additions:
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WAGONS HO!

FOLLOW THE TRAIL TO OREGON FOR 1994

BILL TRIBE, Corbett, Oregon

This year in the Pacific Northwest, we're celebrating the 150th
anniversary of the Oregon Trail — and the vision, strength and
determination of the thousands of families who braved the perils

and hardships of the great westward migration. Fortunately for all of
us, getting to Oregon is considerably easier today. Those pioneers found
their "promised land" in the lush hills and broad, fertile valleys west
of the Cascade Mountains. Here they confronted Nature on a grand

REGISTRATION FORM
ADS CONVENTION MARCH 24 - 26, 1994

Red Lion Hotel Columbia River, Portland, Oregon
Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Preferred Name(s) on Badge

REGISTRATION FEE: Before February 7 $160.00
Before March 3 $176.00 After March 3 $200.00

Registration includes: National Show; Thursday, Friday, Saturday
Banquets; Friday, Saturday Luncheons; Farm and Garden Tours

• I/We want vegetarian meals • We plan to exhibit

Optional Tour to North Oregon Coast - Thurs. 9 AM-5 PM
$30.00 including box lunch. (Subject to 15 person minimum)

Hybridizers' Breakfast $13.00
Judges' Refresher and Continental Breakfast $12.00

Send fees for registration, breakfasts, and optional tour to:
Evelyn Gullikson, 6808 4th Way S.E., Olympia, Washington, 98503
Make checks payable to: 1994 ADS Convention
NO DELETIONS OR ADDITIONS PERMITTED AFTER MARCH 20
Refunds will be made according to the ADS Convention Refund Schedule
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scale: snow-capped peaks — remnants  of a string  of ancient volcanoes;
trees that dwarfed men beyond their imaginations; rivers teeming with
the largest fish they  had ever seen. The intense natural beauty remains
— and continues  to attract tourists and immigrants with  a richness and
diversity that  is hard  to find anywhere else.

Eventually someone discovered that the soil and climate  of the region
were ideal  for growing daffodil bulbs,  and a little over  a century  ago,

PEONIES, Queen  of Flowers
Spectacular beauty, fragrant endurance unlimited, practically  a permanent
perennial. Excellent  for use in landscape  as an accent plant during blooming
season, foliage decorative until hard frosts. Peonies —  a permenent investment
— will bloom  for years.

Join  the American Peony Society
Dues: $7.50 paid annually. Bulletin published quarterly

Send  for list  of publications.

AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY
250 INTERLACHEN  RD., HOPKINS, MINN. 55343

Does Your Garden  End Too Soon?

Join  the NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY
and enjoy colorful blooms until frost.

Your membership includes  5 issues  of
The CHRYSANTHEMUM

Annual Dues $8.50. Write  to:

GALEN  L. GOSS
5012 Kingston Drive

ANNANDALE,  VA 22003

THE NORTH AMERICAN LILY  SOCIETY, INC.
A SOCIETY TO PROMOTE THE CULTURE OF LILIES

suggest that you may wish to grow other bulbs-
lily bulbs. Join us by sending annual dues

$12.50 for one year, $31.50 for 3 years
(20%  discount for those over 65)

to
Dr. Robert C. Gilman, Executive Secretary
P.O.  Box 272 - Owatonna, MN 55060
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the first bulbs were grown commercially in the Northwest. As every ADS
member should know, Oregon is the home of many of the best
American-bred daffodils — where Grant Mitsch and Murray Evans
devoted their lives to improving the variety and quality of Narcissus,
and where their families and friends continue to build on the foundations
of those famous breeders. And that's the big reason for a daffodil
convention in Oregon — acres of daffodils for you to see and enjoy,
along with a few hundred other folks who share your appreciation of
our favorite flower.

The Oregon Daffodil Society is eager to welcome you to the Great
Northwest for 1994, and we hope you'll take advantage of this
opportunity to be part of a memorable national show and convention.
We have just negotiated an agreement which guarantees the weather
conditions necessary to reach peak daffodil season for the week of March
20th — expect a colossal and highly competitive show. So . . . if you
grow 'em, show 'em! In addition to a near-record turnout from the States,
we're expecting many overseas guests, including some new faces, to

HOTEL RESERVATIONS REQUEST
RED LION HOTEL COLUMBIA RIVER

1401 N. Hayden Island Dr. • Portland, Oregon 97217 • 503-283-2111

1994 American Daffodil Society Convention

Submit by March 2, 1994

Please reserve the following accommodations:

• Single • Double • Triple • Quad All rooms $88.00
Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Arrival Date/Time Departure Date

I will share a room with
Send reservation request directly to Red Lion Hotel with a deposit for
a first night's lodging. After March 2, reservations accepted on a space
available basis. Check in time is 3 PM; check out time is 12 Noon.
All rooms subject to 9% local tax.

Credit Card: Type Number Exp.
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join us this year, so come help us welcome them and show them a
good time.

The Red Lion Hotel offers free shuttle service from Portland
International Airport. (Be sure you go to the Red Lion Columbia River
— there's a Red Lion Jantzen Beach right next to our hotel.) You'll
enjoy beautiful views of the river and the mountains, and across the
road, easy access to Jantzen Beach Mall, one of Portland's favorite
shopping meccas.

For the real diehards (and the inveterate kibitzers), the fun begins
on Wednesday, with the ever-popular all-nighter in the staging room.
Nothing like that sixth cup of coffee at 4 AM to help you put the finishing
touches on your prize-winning entries!

We'll let the judges take over the room on Thursday morning, and
the rest of us will be on our own until dinner time (unless you just can't
wait to see how many ribbons you won.) For those who want to see
mOregon (that's not a typo — get it?) while you're here, we offer
something new this year — an optional Thursday tour to the North
Oregon Coast, with fabulous scenery along the entire loop and several

ENGLEHEART CUP 1985, 1986 and 1990
A.D.S. HYBRIDIZERS CHALLENGE TROPHY 1988

NOVELTY & EXHIBITION DAFFODILS

Gold Medal Qualify Bulbs
Direct From The Raiser

Colour catalogue $2.00 airmail. Refundable with first order.

"Knowehead" • 15 Ballynahatty Road • Otnagh
Co. Tyrone • N. Ireland • BT78 1PN

Telephone: 0662-42931
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stops, including the world-famous Tillamook cheese factory. Highly
recommended! Thursday's banquet will feature the customary awards
presentations (it's your turn this year!), and while we're all together,
let's have our annual meeting of the ADS and take care of business.
After that? Well, it's bedtime or party time, depending on how much
energy you have left after Wednesday's all-nighter.

Hybridizers — bring your stud books, news, and questions to breakfast
Friday for a lively discussion organized by Professor Steve Vinisky —
world traveler, bon vivant, and author of the acclaimed 'Pollen Daubing
101' series which appears regularly in these pages. We don't know
exactly what he has planned, but you know it'll be fun. At 9:00 AM
we load up the wagons and head down the valley for a visit to Richard
and Elise Havens' Grant Mitsch Novelty Daffodils, where you'll have
plenty of time to cruise the fields or browse the displays under cover.
Can anyone doubt that this farm is the high point of our convention?
After lunch we'll make a stop at Steve Vinisky's in Sherwood, home
of an outstanding collection of world class flowers — where countless
Oregon and California show winners have been grown in recent years.

For Friday's dinner, we're very fortunate to have Dr. Charles Gould,
Plant Pathologist Emeritus of Washington State University, as our
featured speaker. Chuck's distinguished career includes 36 years of
service and research at the University's Research and Extension Center,
where he specialized in diseases and culture of bulbs and ornamental
crops. He will give us a lively and generously illustrated historical view
of the commercial flower bulb industry in the Northwest, the subject
of his recently-published book.

Saturday morning's festivities start with the Judges' Refresher, then
the refreshed judges and the rest of us will board buses for a trip east
into the Columbia Gorge — where, with luck, the Corbett growers will
have plenty for you to see. In the course of the day, you'll stop at Bonnie
Brae Gardens (Jeanie and Frank Driver), Oregon Trails Daffodils (Diane
and Bill Tribe), and Columbia Gorge Daffodil and Tree Farm (Sandy
and Ron Evans). Somewhere in there we'll grab lunch at Crestview
Manor, a massive stone and timber lodge overlooking the Columbia
River — originally built as a summer home for one of Portland's
prominent families, today it is a summer camp and conference center.
Now . . . you need to realize the daffodil season often comes later to
Corbett. So, if there isn't much to see and we have some time to spare,
we may take an impromptu tour of some of the best sights in Columbia
Gorge — breathtaking views of the river from narrow, winding hillside
roads, waterfalls of every description plunging from the sheer palisades,
the massive Bonneville Dam . . . who knows how far we'll get. In any
case, you won't be disappointed.
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Our good friend and perennial captor of the ADS Hybridizers Cup,
Brian Duncan, will entertain us after dinner Saturday with a presentation
on 'Growing and Showing in Northern Ireland." His record on show
benches on both sides of the Atlantic speaks for  itself. What are his
secrets? Listen and watch carefully. Later Saturday night — last chance
for private and not-so-private parties. Is it true what they say about
daffodil people?

Well, that pretty wells wraps up the program, folks. Oh, I almost
forgot . . . the fabulous ODS Daffodil Boutique. You'll find something
for everyone here, from the casual enthusiast to the pathological
narcissophile. Not only will we be featuring creative products from a
diverse and incredibly talented group of craftspeople, we'll also be offering
you a chance to own a piece of American daffodil history. Estella Evans
has donated much of the collection of Narcissiana she and Murray
gathered during their lives, and Elise Havens has promised some items
related to her father's work.

With all that, the 1994 ADS Convention in Portland is a "must do"
for every member. Who knows when it'll be back in Oregon again?
So hitch up that team of oxen and get on the Oregon Trail today. You'll
make it in time. We're waiting for you. Wagons Ho!

TRAVEL DEAL

Alaround Travel, Tualatin, Oregon, is the official travel agency for
the 1994 ADS Convention. Call toll free 1-800-799-9918 first for all
of your travel arrangement to Portland. Wherever you're flying from,
whatever your favorite airline, they will get you the best fare available.

In addition, if you book your flight on Delta Airlines, through Alaround
Travel, ADS will get extra savings and credit toward free tickets for our
speakers.

Because the Convention falls during Oregon's school Spring break,
it is prudent and avisable to purchase your tickets at a very early date.
That number again — 1-800-799-9918. Ask for Hope, and be sure
to mention the ADS Convention.
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BEGINNING HYBRIDIZING or POLLEN DAUBING 101

STEPHEN J . VINISKY,  Sherwood, Oregon

I know that many of you will be in Portland for the National
Convention in '94. From a hybridizer's perspective, visiting Portland
will allow you to see what an active hotbed of hybridizing the West Coast
really is. Seedlings galore. Many new and exciting flowers for you to
inspect. Literally acres and acres of flowers to revel in.

With so many flowers, it stands to reason that the West would have
a large number of hybridizers. Most are not as well known as the Havens
or Bill Tribe. It seemed to me that a quick "sketch" (from our hybridizing
outlook) might well help match up names with faces. Look for their
seedlings in the show. The possibility exists for seedling competition
in almost every color code!

DICK and ELISE HAVENS — The Havens have continued Grant
Mitsch's tradition. My prediction is that they will surpass the stunning
achievements of Elise's father.
JERRY and EILEEN FREY will "knock your socks off' with dwarf and
miniature flowers.
BILL and DIANE TRIBE — Ably continuing Murray Evans traditions,
and grower of Bill Pannill's fine things. Bill Tribe has been very active
with pollen and will be showing some of his own lovely things.
Many in Nashville were impressed with Bill's seedlings.
SID DUBOSE — My good friend has been hybridizing daffodils for
almost 25 years. Sid has the show record to beat on the West Coast.
You will see many of his named flowers (like: Geometries, Nob Hill,
Dove Song, Bright Spangles, etc.) grown to perfection. Many of Sid's
seedlings and possible future introductions will be on display at my place
on tour.
BILL ROESE — Bill has (in my opinion) some of the most sophisticated,
under-utilized flowers. Bill's La Paloma is beautiful and supremely
consistent. If the season allows, Bill be will be contender for the Rose
Ribbon in Portland.
BOB SPOTTS — Our able Awards Chairman will have a slew of fine
things for your enjoyment. Bob has been hybridizing for over ten years.
His upper division flowers are World Class. Biligaana and Kokopelli
were named and registered this year. Flowers strong enough to win
a seedling Quinn against competition.
BOB JERRELL — Bob has many exciting things. Eileen Squires is still
World Class in intensity of pink/red and his Division 3 flowers of superb
quality. Several dozen selections are on display at my place.
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NANCY WILSON — Years of work with Miniatures and species. Nancy
has many Watrous awards to her credit. Look for exceedingly well
grown, new things.
GILMAN KESEY — Gilman grows his flowers in what must be one
of the most beautiful settings in the world. He has been hybridizing since
the late sixties. Took the Best Vase of 3 in Albany, Oregon, last year
with a massive green eyed Division 3.
BARBARA RUPERS — From Albany, Oregon. Barbara has been
hybridizing for a number of years. Lucky Tune registered this year.
DR. LEE GROSS — Lee has shown some incredibly superb seedlings.
A Gold Convention cross took high honors at the Albany Show two
years ago. Great "eye" for flowers. Rose Ribbon quality.
JEAN E. DRIVER — Jeanie and Frank are gifted, meticulous growers.
Modest about flowers and abilities as a grower but grows flowers to
perfection. Registered Lovejoy this year. Tour to their planting will be
a high point.
STEVE VINISKY - The "Vinisky Horticultural Slum for Bulbous
Things" will be on tour. About 1500 named cultivars and quite a number
of seedlings. Bring forceps, tweezers and gelatin capsules as pollen is
available from any flower that does not have a breeding tag.

All of these folks will be happy to talk daffodils with you. Make yourself
known to other hybridizers while in Portland. It will help with your
enjoyment of their flowers. I think you will be truly impressed with the
range and quality of seedlings here in the West. No doubt 1994 will
be a vintage year as far as National A.D.S. Conventions go.

I also promise a very good Hybridizers Breakfast at the convention.
Bring your questions both practical and philosophical. We will do what
we can to address them. Looking forward to seeing you all in Portland
in '94!

WHERE CAN I GET . . . ?

From Philip Adams, 5438 Agnes Avenue, Valley Village, CA 91607,
comes a desperate plea for seeds and bulbs of the species N. jonquilla.
He's looking for early and late blooming forms, and is willing to buy
them or trade for the newest daylilies. If any of you know of abandoned
homesites that might have bulbs on them, could you gather some to
send to Mr. Adams. He's really appreicate it.
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WINTERCHEER

ROBERT DARLING, Washington, D.C.

It is the shortest day of the year. Your Nation's Capital has already
endured an early snow and today we're promised a 100% chance of
rain. Despite persistent gloom, this morning brightened with the first
blooms of Narcissus cantabricus var. foliosus #2, 10 W-W. The bulbs
were acquired from Nancy Wilson in the fall of 1990. None of the many
varieties purchased from her bloomed — until now. What great pleasure
to see one finally flower on this gloomy cusp of 1993!

The diminutive blossom had been promised for over a month,
gradually extending on the stem then turning down almost 90° before
opening on this damp morning. Fearing the weather, I'd covered the
bud with a bell jar of sorts, (actually a large wide drinking glass). The
bulbs, planted outside in a berry basket, constitute one small segment
of a miniature daffodil border. Forty-four tiny species and cultivars form
the centerpiece of my small downtown Washington, D.C, garden. The
raised round bed blooms constantly from late February, when early
crosus precede the cyclamineus joys of Snipe, 6 W-W, Mite, 6 Y-Y,
and the earliest miniature trumpets led by N. astuhensus and Gypsy
Queen, 1 YW-WWY. Now, this cantabricus flower arrives and welcomes
winter's onset. Whether it will actually thrive, given the vagaries of the
weather here, remains a question.

The environs of my garden hardly resemble the North African habitat
of N. cantribricus var. foliosus. Washington, D.C, at latitude 38° 55'
(slightly north of Seville's 37° 48' or Tangier's 35° 52'), being an urban
center, warms artificially. At Logan's Circle where I live, (General Logan's
is the third "Horse" from the White House)), asphalt and swirling cars
moderate winter weather. This inaugural season especially, portends
a measure of hope. The town, overheated with the excitement of political
change, prepared for a new administration and anticipates a series of
temporate seasons.

As James Wells promises in his book, cantabricus var. foliosus #2,
opens a pale citrineous cream, destined to become white. The corona,
a bare 3/8" long, sports its flaring "bell-shaped" tube sessile to the stem.
Slender perianth segments point out from this ruffled bell like small
exclamation points. Even in a soft rain the flower has a crystalline texture.
But, any fragrance promised wants a warmer day to be revealed.
Standing barely 6V2" tall, thin healthy foliage hardly adorns the floral
show, granting to the bloom singular beauty.
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Tarlatan and Nylon, those well regarded Blanchard division 12
hybrids, both 12 W-W, have grown here for several years without
blooming — alas! Sparse, but strong foliage, holds up through winter
wind, rain and snow. Each year they return, sending up their foliage
in October, promise bloom then fail to show. The same is true of the
various N. romieuxii blooms grown outdoors. Maybe this spring will
bring rewards. Several bulbs of N. bulbocodium  var. conspicuous shared
by Bill Tichnor from his garden in North Carolina have grown luxuriant
amounts of foliage this fall and promise spring bloom.

Kenellis, 12 W-Y, Grey's 1948 bulbocodium hybrid regularly blooms
in the spring. It has given me one seedling, a cross with Quasar, 2 W-
P. This grows strongly. The stalwart three year old bulblet replanted
this fall, promises to be first in a planned series striving to produce
miniature pink division 12's.

To find suitable pollen making fertile the wintry promise of cantabricus
foliosus remains a challenge. Building stocks of fall-winter blooming
bulbocodiums in variety, reliable hardy in this climate seem possible.
This foliosus pollen, taken to the West Coast for the winter holidays
was daubed about. N. pannizianus blooms now at my family garden
in Oakland (latitude 37° 55'), along with other tazettas. A visit with Bill
Welch in Carmel Valley on New Year's produced even more intriguing
opportunities.

In 1991 Bill had blooming numerous tazettas, several bulbocodiums,
and even a few wonderfully fragrant blossoms of N. uiridiflorus
(contributed by Manuel Lima). That year freak weather contributed a
light snow cover on his fields of blooming paperwhites for a unique,
appropriately cold New Year's Day. This year did not produce snow,
rather a rare warm rain blessed the valley, promising a welcome end
to drought. One of Manual Lima's viridiflorus hybrids, 12 G-G, or
perhaps 8 G-G, was still in bloom. It was taller than the species, standing
8" above lax foliage. Twisted green-yellow-green corona segments spun
around a very tiny cup. The three small florets, while not exactly "ideal"
daffodil form, were sweet nonetheless. Several blossoms could lend
an interesting texture to a holiday floral arrangement of pink pointsettas
or white hellebores. These daffodil curiosities would doubtless add intense
attractive mysterious fragrance to any bouqet.

The Carmel Valley visit was further rewarded with pollen from N.
delos, a delightfull small tazetta from Greece. Bill Welch has been
hybridizing the smaller flowers of this species for several years, adding
substance and florets to the species. This year he has had various
seedlings of N. delos in bloom since September. Pollen harvested from
several 8 Y-Y hybrids of shorter stature, should yield attractive
miniatures. Examples of the species, 10 W-Y, blooming January 2nd
were found with graceful florets and ripe pollen.
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When I returned to Washington on Junary 8th the little cantabricus
was still in bloom, its pistil jutted out ready to receive a bit of West Coast
pollen. The wet winter day however may have dampened the
opportunities for a reciprocal cross. Hope remains, and as the bloom
fades it will be closely watched. Perhaps, a concentrated breeding
program on both coasts will enable an ADS winter show in 2020. Fall
and winter daffodil blooms, but gleams in many a daffodillomane's
mind's eye, would surely brighten our spring countdown. Rare winter
bulbocodiums from North Africa point the way. Meanwhile a single
cantabricus embellishing my small Capitol City garden, gives considerable
winter cheer.

N. cantabricus var. foliosus #2

COMING EVENTS

ADS Convention, Portland, Oregon March 24 - 26, 1994
ADS Convention, Dallas, Texas March 16 - 18, 1995
ADS Convention, Baltimore, Maryland Spring, 1996
ADS Convention, Jackson, Mississippi March 13 - 15, 1997
ADS Convention, Richmond, Virginia April 9 - 1 1 , 1998
ADS Convention, San Francisco, California Spring, 2,000
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NATIONAL COUNCIL HONORS MEG YERGER

The National Council of State Garden Clubs honors its members who,
over a period of at least five years, make outstanding contributions in
various areas of interest. For 1993 they have honored Mrs. Merton
S. Yerger (MEG) for her work in Horticulture. Meg's achievement in
daffodils includes the breeding of the very first poeticus ever registered
with the RHS with measurements to qualify it as a miniature. It was
named "Wag-The-Chief". One hundred and twenty-five named cultivars
of poeticus were collected to provide breeding stock for her crosses.
The aim has been toward earliness and fragrance with gratifying results.
Sixty-six poeticus cultivars have been registered with the RHS.

Memorial Contributions

FRANCES ARMSTRONG Mrs. George Burton
Mr. & Mrs. Joel Crenshaw

Marilynn Howe
Mr. & Mrs. James K. Ken-

Mrs. Stafford Koonce
Mrs. Thomas Smith

Texas Daffodil Society
Washington Daffodil Society

Mr. & Mrs. William Wiley
Mrs. Merton Yerger

MRS. A. GORDON BROOKS LaRue Armstrong
Mrs. George Burton

Mrs. Philip Griffin
Mrs. Raymond Lewis

Mr. & Mrs. P.R. Moore, Jr.
Mrs. Merton Yerger

ELIZABETH T. CAPEN Mr. & Mrs. Frank Driver
New Jersey Daffodil Society

Mrs. Merton Yerger
WELLS KNIERIM Indiana Daffodil Society

Mrs. David Frey
Mrs. Merton Yerger

FRANK A. SCHULTZ, JR Texas Daffodil Society
ROBERT O. WILSON Texas Daffodil Society
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THE R.H.S. YEARBOOK
Published annually by the R.H.S.
Available from ADS Executive Director
Price: $10.00

Every fall, without fail, the Royal Horticultural Society publishes a
Daffodil Yearbook properly titled Daffodils 1993-94. At one time the
title of this publication was the R.H.S. Daffodil and Tulip Yearbook.
The purpose and general content has changed little but my outlook
on these publications has changed greatly.

The first one that I received was a gift from Nell Richardson, but I
do not remember why she sent it. It was a revelation, and tended to
scare me. As a beginner with daffodils it seemed very erudite. Maybe
I have learned much since then, but I now find it a delightful publication.
I also suspect that now much of it is planned to please the daffodil lover,
not the daffodil technician.

Granted that there are show reports, but they are in two parts, one
a commentary on the show, and at the back of all the articles, a list
of the winners. Exerience has taught me that they have much the same
trouble getting to shows as we do, but the second list gives the names
of the flowers that are winning, and that is a help in deciding what to
purchase. For "just daffodil growers" the list of those that are seen in
vases of three classes gives an idea of newer things that will multiply well.

The articles, however, are the most interesting part. The details of
finding species in the wild are almost as good as being there, and the
drawings of these babies are detailed and charming. This is the place
to read about early hybridizers. This year the person is W.F.M. Copeland
whose introduction, Irene Copeland, is still available.

This 1993 - 94 issue also continues the series of articles about
growing, selecting both for show and for the garden, and the arduous
task of selection of seedlings. For many of us the most exciting part
may be the reports of Wisley Trials. Here we read of the awards given
to various cultivars of both tulips and daffodils. This can be quite useful
to the person who chooses to "only" grow daffodils — or tulips.

This is a publication worth reading on a cold winter's night as you
contemplate your beauties still resting underground, and a time to
consider what new things to add to one's collection. While doing that,
you will have the opportunity to "meet" many of the delightful people
who enjoy daffodils as much as you do. In fact if you like this issue,
you may want to collect others in this ongoing series — last year's issue
began the discussion of post King Alfred selections. Having tried two
of these issues years ago — they used to be hard back books — I find
myself wishing I had a more complete set. For now, I just have my
name on the list "to send on arrival" which the Executive Director keeps.
A bill for $10.00 comes with the book.

Don't be afraid to try the Yearbook, believe me, you will like it.
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Mrs. A. Gordon Brooks, of Richmond, Va, died August 2, 1993,
in her home there. She was a graduate of the University of Virginia.

Polly was a long-time member of ADS, an Accredited Judge,
and instructor for its judging schools. A nationally recognized expert
on miniature daffodils, she was a former member of the ADS
Miniature Committee. A frequent contributor to the Daffodil
Journal, she will be remembered especially for her classic series
of articles on the various divisions of miniatures.

An avid competitor, her major awards for standards and
miniatures over many years, including her last, were legion. Her
innate ability to exhibit such large numbers of beautifully-staged
daffodils in each show was truly noteworthy.

Her talents and knowledge were not limited to daffodils but
covered many areas of horticulture. She was flower consultant
and arranger for Virginia's Executive Mansion for four
administrations from 1966-1985. In 1991, she published "Garden
Notebook," which was also the title of an occasional column she
wrote for a weekly newspaper.

In addition to membership in Richmond Garden Clubs, she was
actively involved in the Bloemendaal Society and Lewis Ginter
Botanic Garden there. She worked tirelessly encouraging others
to enjoy not only the world of daffodils but horticulture and
landscaping in general. Her generosity in sharing her knowledge
and time along with her bulbs and plant material led many people
to the joys of gardening.

Our sincere sympathy is extended to her husband, daughter
and family.

MRS. J. ABEL SMITH
Offers

PINK DAFFODILS

Also other choice EXHIBITION and DECORATIVE
varieties including NEW HYBRIDS raised at —

Orchard House
Letty Green • Hertford SG14 2NZ • England

Descriptive list free on application
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U.S. REGISTRATIONS, 1993

DUBOSE, SIDNEY P., (Welch, William R.P., P.O. Box 1736, Carmel
Valley, CA 93924-1736); Bright Spot

EVANS, MURRAY, (Driver, Jean, 1105 S.E. Christensen Rd., Corbett,
OR 97019); Lovejoy, Satin Lustre, Winged Flight

FREY, EILEEN E., 2330 N. Baker Dr., Canby, OR 97013; American
Songbird, Apricot Charisma, Baby Pink, Bridal Array, Evening
Grosbeak, Homecoming, Honey Warbler, Pink Charisma, Pink
Hummer

GRIPSHOVER, MARY LOU, 1686 Grey Fox Trails, Milford, OH
45150; Three of Diamonds, Ten of Diamonds

HAVENS, MRS. ELISE, P.O. Box 218, Hubbard, OR 97032;
American Heritage, December Bride, Heartland, Pend Orielle,
Potential, Red Sheen.

LINK, MRS. GOETHE, P.O. Box 84, Brooklyn, IN 46111-0084;
Dream Queen, Violet Dawson.

LOW, LEONE, 387 N. Enon Rd., Yellow Springs, OH 45387-9761;
Golden Milestone

MITSCH, GRANT E., (Havens, Mrs. Elise, P.O. Box 218, Hubbard,
OR 97032); Arctic Chill, Astropink, Colonial White, Cool Pink,
Flower Waltz, Gold Beach, Gold Sales, Lemon Lyric , Maya
Dynasty, Misty Morning, Nordic Rim, Oakland, Owyhee, Oxford,
Piano Concerto, Pink Dark, Pink Formal, Pink Glacier, Pizarro,
Princeton, Rose Garden, Straight Arrow.

NISWONGER, O. DAVID, 822 Rodney Vista Blvd., Cape Girardeau,
MO 63701; Clouds with Pink, Hot Pink, Pink Tutu.

THE DAFFODILL SOCIETY
was established in Britain in 1898 to cater for the
needs of all daffodil enthusiasts and now has
members in all the countries where daffodils are
grown seriously.

The Society issues two publications each year
to all members and welcomes contributions from
all growers on the complete range of topics.

Minimum membership subscription is C3.00 per
annum; overseas members C15.00 for three years
(optional); payment by STERLING International
Money Order please to:

Hon. Don Barnes, Secretary, 32 Montgomery Ave., Sheffield, S7 INZ, England
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RUPERS, BARBARA, 2245 Oak Grove Rd. NW, Salem, OR 97304;
Lucky Tune.

SCHLITT, JACK, (Beery, Betty, 2604 Norman Hill Rd., Frankfort,
OH 45628); Goldia Vernia.

SPOTTS, ROBERT, 409 Hazelnut Drive, Oakley, CA 94561-2403;
Biligaana, Kokopelli.

WELLS, JAMES S., 54 South Pleasant St., New London, NH
03257; Curvaceous, Full Circle, Half Pint, Sombrero.

YERGER, MRS. M.S., Princess Anne, MD; American
Melody, American Way, Baltimore's Best, Bright Challenge, Giggles,
Greenbelt, Green Cove, Kewpie Sprite, Lady Baltimore, Light of
America, Lourae, Nell's Gift, Pert, Pride of Baltimore, Princess
Anne, Scootles, Wye Mills.

Inche*

Millimcten

Centimeter*

Information given includes class, color, seedling number, seed parent,
pollen parent, length of perianth segments, (P. segs.) and color, length
of corona (C. lgth) color and shape, height (H) and bloom season.

AMERICAN HERITAGE (Havens) 1 YYW-P; #SEH21/2; (Memento
x Lorikeet); P. segs 45mm, lemon yellow, flat, spade-shaped; C.
lgth. 47mm, pink, straight funnel-shaped; Fl. dia. 110mm; deeper
color perianth than American Shores; midseason.

AMERICAN MELODY (Yerger) 9 W-GOO; #76 A 22; (Dulcimer op);
P. segs 20mm, white; C. lgth. 4mm; midseason.

AMERICAN SONGBIRD (Frey) 7 Y-GOO; #LEEl/5; (Bantam xN.
requienii); P. segs 25 mm, yellow; C. lgth. 10mm, soft orange with
deep orange edging and green eye; short; very late. Several blooms
per stem.

AMERICAN WAY (Yerger) 9 W-GGR; #77 G-9; (Quetzal x Ace of
Diamonds); corona disc shaped; midseason.

APRICOT CHARISMA (Frey) 6 Y-GYO; #TEF18/1; (JEE15/1 x Bell
Song); P. segs 35mm, pale lemon, very reflexed; C. lgth. 28mm,
opens lemon-white, turns apricot upon maturity, extending into
perianth segments; short, midseason

ARCTIC CHILL (Mitsch) 4 W-O; #2010/2; [(Gay Time x Silken Sails)
x Tropic Isle]; P. segs 40mm, white, broad, rounded and smooth;
full double with orange-rimmed petaloids; Fl. dia. 95mm;  sunproof;
late.
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ASTROPINK (Mitsch) 11 W-P; #2Q8/2; [(Pink Frost x Accent) x
(Accent x Q97/2)]; P. segs 35mm, white, broad, ovate; C. lgth.
15mm, mid-pink, darker at margin, split, flat, ruffles lie flat against
perianth segments; Fl. dia. 85mm; midseason.

BABY PINK (Frey) 7 W-GP; #QEE14/8; (F31/5 x jonquilla); P. segs
25mm, creamy white; C. lgth. 13mm, large flat cup edged in soft
frilly pink, green eye; short, late. 1 - 3 blooms per stem.

BALTIMORE'S BEST (Yerger) 9 W-GOR; #76 I 2; (Knave of
Diamonds op); P. segs 27mm, white; C. lgth. 3mm; very late.

BILIGAANA (Spotts) 2 W-Y; #84-128-1; (Akala x Urbane) ; P. segs
31mm, spade shaped, creamy at opening, very white at maturity;
C. lgth. 22mm, yellow without gold hue, rim serrated, slightly flared;
Fl. dia. 86mm, early.

BRIDAL ARRAY (Frey) 2 W-GWW; #JEE7/1; (Old Satin x Cool
Crystal); P. segs 35mm, white; C. lgth. 12mm, white with green
eye, frilled edge; late.

BRIGHT CHALLENGE (Yerger) 9 W-GGO; #78 D 4; (Felindre x Bon
Bon); P. segs. 25mm, white; C. lgth. 3mm, late.

BRIGHT SPOT (Dubose) 8 W-R; #A16/1; (Matador op); P. segs
30mm, cream fading to white; C. lgth 10mm, dark orange-red,
bowl-shaped; tall; midseason.

CLOUDS WITH PINK (Niswonger) 2 W-P; #1-85; (Inverpolly x
Impact); P. segs 48mm, white; C. lgth. 22mm, pink, bowl shaped
with rolled rim; early-midseason.

COLONIAL WHITE (Mitsch) 2 W-W; #TT26/1; (Panache x Misty
Glen); P. segs 38mm, pure white; C. lgth. 30mm, white funnel-
shaped; Fl. dia. 100mm; midseason.

COOL PINK (Mitsch) 7 W-P; #2J79/1; (Quick Step x Cool Flame);
P. segs 30mm, white with pinkish cast, ovate; C. lgth. 15mm, soft
apricot pink, cup shaped; Fl dia. 70mm; generally one to a stem;
late.

CURVACEOUS (Wells) 12 Y-Y; #83-52-4; (Julia Jane x February
Gold); P. segs 15mm, pale yellow; C. lgth. 35mm, pale yellow,
wide flat circle with edge curved back; H. 23cm.; bulbocodium type;
early.

DECEMBER BRIDE (Havens) 11 W-P; #PEH28/1; {([Precedent x
(Caro Nome x Carita)] x (Accent x Q97/1)}; P. segs 40mm, white;
C. lgth. 20mm, deep pink with lavender undertones, flat frilled at
margin; Fl. dia. 100mm; midseason.

DREAM QUEEN (Link) 3 W-GYW; #17-78; [Pewee x (Sweet Music
x Pewee)]; P. segs 30mm, white, flat, smooth; C. lgth. 4mm, eye
deep green with yellow band, white ruffled edge; Fl. dia. 70mm;
very late.
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EVENING GROSBEAK (Frey)  6 YW-W; #TEF19/3; (JEE15/1  x
Cotinga);  P. segs 33mm, yellow with lemon-white halo;  C. lgth.
25mm, opens yellow, lightens to creamy white on maturity; short,
early

FLOWER WATZ (Mitsch)  6 Y-O; #11122/1; (Ardour x N. cyclammeus);
P. segs 45mm, bright mid yellow, pointed and broad, well reflexed;
C. lgth. 20mm, red-orange, becoming mid-orange  at maturity,
funnel shaped, shorter than typical Div.  6; Fl. dia. 90mm;  sunproof;
early.

FULL CIRCLE (Wells) 12 Y-Y; #83-52; (Julia Jane x February Gold);
P. segs medium yellow; Corona absolutely flat, medium yellow;
H. 20cm; early.

GIGGLES (Yerger)  9 W-GYR; #75 112-1; (N. p. hellenicus  x Lights
Out); late.

GOLD BEACH (Mitch)  2 Y-Y; #2015/2; (Camelot x Arum);  P. segs
50mm, deep golden yellow;  C. lgth. 35mm, deep golden yellow,
funnel shaped;  Fl. dia. 105mm; midseason.

GOLD SAILS (Mitsch)  2 Y-Y; #2017/1; (Camelot  x Rich Reward)
P. segs 49mm, soft clear yellow;  C. lgth. 44mm, deeper yellow,
straight  and slightly flared;  Fl. dia. 116mm; midseason.

GOLDAN MILESTONE (Low)  1 Y-Y; #SGC-N2E; (Strathkanaird  x
Gold Convention); P. segs 39mm, yellow group 9a, spade shaped;
C. lgth 39mm, yellow-orange-group 14A/15A, cylindrical with slight
flare; midseason.

GOLDEN VERNIA (Schlitt)  3 W-YOR; #l-JS-2; [Merlin x Evans N-36
(Marshfire x Hotspur)]; P. segs 37mm, white; C. lgth 7mm, yellow
eye, orange midzone,  red rim;  Fl dia. 75mm; late.

GREENBELT (Yerger)  9 W-GGR; #76  J 3; (Sea Green op);  P. segs
30mm, white;  C. lgth. 2mm; late.

SPRING FLOWERING BULBS

Tulips, daffodils, hyacinths
and miscellaneous.

Catalogue Free

MARY MATTISON van SCHAIK
IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS

P.  0. Box 32 DJ, Cavendish, VT 05142
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GREEN COVE (Yerger) 9 W-GGR; #76 J 8; (Sea Green op); P. segs
22mm, white; C lgth. 4mm; late.

HALF PINT (Wells) 6 Y-Y; #83-58; (Little Beauty x N. cyclamineus);
P. segs 20mm, yellow; C. lgth. 25mm, yellow; H. 18cm; early.

HEARTLAND (Havens) 3 W-Y; #TEH107/l; (Merlin x Gold Frills);
P. segs 40mm, white, very rounded, inner segments almost
touching; C. lgth. 10mm, deep yellow, short and straight; Fl. dia.
90mm; late.

HOMECOMING (Frey) 2 W-GWP; #PEFl/4; (Coral Ribbon x
FEE5/2); P. segs 40mm, white, rounded; C. lgth. 15mm, green
eye, white cup edged with rich watermelon pink; late.

HONEY WARBLER (Frey) 7 WY-Y; #QEE4/1; (F33/37 x F33/35);
P. segs 15mm, opens lemon yellow, whitens with age; C. lgth.
10mm, bright yellow; short, late. Most have several florets per stem.

HOT PINK (Niswonger) 2 W-P; #7-86; [Precedent x Evans N-81/1
(Chiquita x Tyee)]; P. segs 45mm, white; C. lgth. 22mm, deep
pink; midseason.

KEWPIE SPRITE (Yerger) 9 W-GYO; #75H 3-3; (N. p. hellenicus x
Lights Out); P. segs 10mm, white; C. lgth. 2mm, eye zone nearly
invisible, mid zone 154B in yellow-green group, outer zone more
of a band than a rim; Fl. dia. 25mm, star shaped; short; very late.

KOKOPELLI (Sports) 7 Y-Y; #84-87; Sundial op; P. segs 14mm,
yellow; C. lgth. 6mm, opens yellow with green eye which diappears
at maturity; has two, usually three, and frequently four florets per
stem; Fl. dia. 37mm.

LADY BALTIMORE (Yerger) 9 W-GOR; #79 H 7; (Phebe op); P.
segs 24mm, white; C. lgth lmm; late.

LEMON LYRIC (Mitsch) 2 YYW-Y; #2027/10; (Top Notch x
Camelot); P. segs 38mm, deep lemon yellow with white halo,
rounded; C. lgth. 34mm, pinkish buff yellow, long, tailored; late; tall.

LIGHT OF AMERICA (Yerger) 9 W-GGR; #75 L 8; (Lights Out x
Ace of Diamonds); P. segs 22mm, white; C. lgth. 2mm; late.

LOURAE (Yerger) 9 W-GGR; #79 A 1; (Caedmon op); P. segs 34mm,
white; C. lgth. 2mm; late.

LOVEJOY (Evans) 2 W-YPP; #0-5-1; {Dwarf Pink #2 x [(Interim x
Graeen Island) x Caro Nome]}; P. segs 38mm, white; c. lgth
15mm, yellow base, pink cup with deeper pink rim; Fl. dia. 100mm;
late.

LUCKY TUNE (Rupers) 2 Y-YYR; #85-1; (Fortune op); P. segs 38mm,
yellow; C. lgth. 19mm, yellow with bright red 3mm edging, ruffled;
early-midseason.
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MAYA DYNASTY (Mitsch) 2 Y-Y; #2016/9; (Camelot x Chiloquin);
P. segs 40mm, clear mid yellow; C. lgth. 34mm, clear mid yellow;
Fl. dia. 90mm; late.

MISTY MORNING (Mitsch) 2 Y-P; #2N14/1; (Bookmark x Daydream
op); P. segs 40mm, soft lemon yellow, spade shaped; C. lgth.
25mm, pale pink, funnel shaped; Fl. dia. 95mm; midseason.

NELL'S GIFT (Yerger) 9 W-GYR; #79 I 3; (N.p. recuwus op); P. segs
25mm, white; C. lgth. 2mm; very late.

NORDIC RIM (Mitsch) 3 W-WWY; #2R32/10; (Silken Sails x Merlin);
P. segs 40mm, white, rounded, very broad; C. lgth. 12mm, white
with golden yellow rim, ruffled, fairly flat; Fl. dia. 100mm; late.

OAKLAND (Mitsch) 2 Y-Y; #2015/1; (Camelot x Aurum); P. segs
41mm, deep golden yellow, smooth, flat; C. lgth. 35mm, deep
golden yellow, funnel shaped; Fl. dia. 100mm; midseason.

OWYHEE (Mitsch) 2 Y-P; #LL8/3; (Milestone x Sugar Maple); P. segs
40mm, pale yellow, spade shaped; C. lgth. 35mm, apricot pink,
straight, ruffled at margin; Fl. dia. 95mm; midseason.

OXFORD (Mitsch) 3 W-Y; 2P59/1; (Impala x Green Hills); P. segs
42mm, white, ovate; C. lgth. 11mm, deep yellow with green eye,
flat, ruffled and frilled; Fl. dia. 100mm; late.

PEN OREILLE (Havens) 3 W-Y; #REH45/1; (Silken Sails x Verona);
P. segs 47mm, white, broadly ovate; C. lgth. 12mm, butterscotch
yellow becoming nearly white; Fl. dia. 110mm; midseason.

PERT (Yerger) 9 W-GYO; #75H 3-2; (N.p. hellenicus x Lights Out);
P. segs 18mm, white; C. lgth. 2mm, saucer shaped, eye zone nearly
invisible, midzone in yellow-green group 154A, color streaks into
perianth, outer zone in yellow-green group (32A) with white circle
inside of rim; Fl. dia. 40mm, double triangle form; short; very late.

PIANO CONCERTO (Mitsch) 2 W-WWP; #2P8/8; (Easter Moon x
Cool Flame); P. segs 37mm, white, spade shaped; C. lgth. 22mm,
white with baby pink rim, ruffled;  sunproof; midseason.

PINK CHARISMA (Frey) 7 W-GYP; #QEE14/26; (F31/5 xjonquilla);
P. segs 28mm, white, somewhat reflexed; C. lgth. 24mm, rich pink
softens to shell pink; yellow band in corona; short, mid to late
season.

PINK DART (Mitsch) 2 W-P; #NN12/5; [(Precedent x Accent) x
Recital]; P. segs 47mm, white; C. lgth. 25mm, intense red-pink,
saucer shaped, fluted and frilled; Fl. dia. 100mm; midseason.

PINK FORMAL (Mitsch) 11 W-P; #205/3; (Recital x Phantom); P.
segs 42mm, white, pointed; C. lgth. 20, mid apricot pink, heavily
ruffled and frilled; Fl. dia. 110mm; decorative; midseason.
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PINK GLACIER (Mitsch) 11 W-P; #205/1; (Recital x Phantom); P.
segs 35mm, white, broad; C. lgth. 18mm, light pink shading to
deep pink at margin, flat; Fl. dia. 90mm; midseason.

PINK HUMMER (Frey) 7 W-GPP; #QEE4/7; (F31/5 x jonquilb); P.
segs 25mm, pink tint in petals on opening, clean white at maturity;
C. lgth. 15mm, rich pink on opening, holds color well; short; late.

PINK TUTU (Niswonger) 2 W-P; #1-88; (Carita x Impact); P. segs
45mm, white, spreading and twisting; C. lgth. 31mm, salmon pink;
bowl shaped, flanged rim; late.

PIZARRO (Mitsch) 2 Y-Y; #2023/2; (Executive x Goldan Aura); P.
segs 40mm, deep yellow, flat; C. lgth. 25mm, golden yellow, cup
shaped; Fl. dia. 100mm; midseason.

POTENTIAL (Havens) 1 W-P; #REH52/1; [(Rima x Graduation) x
Pink Silk]; P. segs 44mm, white, spade shaped; C. lgth. 50mm,
clear mid-pink, long and straight; Fl. dia. 100mm; midseason.

PRIDE OF BALTIMORE (Yerger) 9 W-GGR; #75 M 9; (Hexameter
x Lights Out); P. segs 21mm, white; C. lgth. lmm; late.

PRINCESS ANNE (Yerger) 9 W-GYR; #76 A 18; (Dulcimer op); P.
segs 30mm, white; C. lgth. 3mm; late.

PRINCETON (Mitsch) 3 W-WWY; #TT47/24; (Limpkin x Wedding
Band); P. segs 47mm, white, broadly ovate; C. lgth. 14mm, white
with deep yellow rim, flat; Fl. dia. 110mm, very large flower; late.

RED SHEEN (Havens) 3 O-R; #REH7/1; (Bantam x Kindled); P. segs
33mm, orange flush over yellow, slightly reflexed; C. lgth. 10mm,
brilliant orange-red, bowl-shaped; Fl. dia. 80mm; relatively small
flower; sunproof, late.

ROSE GARDEN (Mitsch) 4 W-R; #2P68/10; (Gay Times x Green
Hills); P. segs 40mm, white; orange-red petaloids, very full double;
Fl. dia. 95mm; late.

SATIN LUSTRE (evans) 3 W-GGW; #H-44; (Frigid x Cushendall
seedlings); P. segs 32mm, true white; C. lgth. 6mm, vivid green
with white rim; Fl. dia. 79mm; late.

SCOOTLES (Yerger) 9 W-GYR; #75 H 1-3; (N.p. hellenicus x Lights
Out); P. segs 16mm, white; C. lgth. 2mm;  dwarf; very late.

SOMBRERO (Wells) 12 Y-Y; #83-52-2; (Julia Jane x February Gold);
pale yellow bulbocodium type; V-shaped corona, the shape of a
Mexican straw hat; height, 23cm, early.

STRAIGHT ARROW (Mitsch) 6 Y-R; #MO10/2; (Jetfire op); P. segs
35mm, bright yellow, reflexing; C. lgth. 30mm, deep orange red,
long, tubular; Fl. dia. 80mm; short;  sunproof, deeper color than
Jetfire; early.

TEN OF DIAMONDS (Gripshover) 9 W-GGR; #73-22-8; (Dactyl x
Evans red-cupped poet seedling); P. segs 26mm, white; C. lgth.
3mm, green eye with red rim; Fl. dia. 62mm; late.
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THREE OF DIAMONDS (Gripshover) 3 W-GWO; #69-38; (Cushendall
x Knave of Diamonds); P. segs. 19mm, white, reflexing; X. lgth.
3mm, green eye, whitish midzone, orange rim; Fl. dia. 50mm;
late-midseason.

VIOLET DAWSON (Link) 1 W-Y; #97-77; (Glencairn op); P. segs
40.5mm, white, shovel shaped; C. lgth. 40.5mm, lemon yellow,
narrow at base, gentle flare; Fl. dia. 90.5mm; tall; midseason.

WINGED FLIGHT (Evans) 3 W-GYR; #N-25; (N. poeticus recurvus
x Dallas); P. segs 36mm, pure white; C. lgth, 7mm, green eye,
yellow mid zone, red rim;  sunproof; Fl. dia. 96mm; late.

WYE MILLS (Yerger) 9 W-GYO; #75 J 2-7; (poet op);  dwarf; late.

NORTHERN IRELAND SHOW REPORT

SANDY MCCABE

The mild, wet winter and spring heralded an early season which
proved to be the case. Most of my potted flowers were not placed in
the cool glasshouse until the beginning of April. Most other years have
seen this task being done in late February.

Our early show was held on 28th March at Ballance House which
the N.I.D.S. has adopted as our unofficial headquarters. The house
was the birthplace of a former Prime Minister of New Zealand. It has
been beautifully restored and is an ideal venue being equi-distant from
most daffodil growers.

Our exhibitors rallied round and there was a large entry of flowers
competing for nothing other than a limited amount of glory. Many fine
exhibits were on display and the accolade of Best Bloom went to a
young Lighthouse shown by John O'Reilly which just pipped my Chief
Inspector. Best of the other cultivars was Lennymore and Loch Hope.

The season proper commenced on 3rd April when Hillsborough
Society staged their Spring Show. The Open Section was practically
a straight contest between Ballydorn and Derek Turbitt with the former
winning the Best Seedling Award with a seedling from Cantabile x
Moyle.

Sam Jordan won the 12 Bloom Senior Class showing fine examples
of Achduart, Gresham and Crackington. In Richard McCaw's second
placed entry, best was Bryanston which was adjudged Best Bloom in
Show and best Division 2. In the single bloom classes flowers noted
were Comal (Best Div. 1), Dunley Hall (Best Div. 3) and Crackington
again. Best in Div. 5-9 was Lilac Charm shown by Derek Turbitt.
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A feature of the Intermediate Section was the emergence of a new
exhibitor for whom a bright future is hoped and expected. Fifteen year
old schoolboy James Woods, gained most points in the section and
had excellent specimens of Loch Stac, Broomhill and Silent Valley.
Best bloom in the section however went to Capisco shown by N.
Watson.

The Ballymena Show on 10th April was not as well supported as
heretofore. Maybe the fact that it was held during the Easter Weekend
break was a contributory factor. Michael Ward made the long trek from
Dublin and was rewarded with the 12 Bloom Class. He featured Young
Blood, Val d'Incles, Bulbarrow and Algarve. Richard McCaw in second
place had good examples of Benvoy, Golden Vale and Tall Ships whilst
the pick of Ian Erskine's third place group was State Express and Santa
Rosa.

Michael also won the American raised class in which Gold Charm
and Cool Crystal were noted. Kate Reade was successful in the six
varieties by three class with Moyarget and Skerry being singled out by
my informant. The Silver Thread Award went to Derek Turbitt over
Richard McCaw and John O'Reilly. I understand that the decision of
the judges in this class was not universally accepted by other exhibitors.
However for the record the winner's entry contained Lilac Charm,
Merlin, Mentor, Misty Glen and Northern Light. Best bloom in show
went to Michael Ward's Evesham and other noteworthy blooms were
Midas Touch, White Star, Crackington and Chelsea Girl. R. Curry won
the Intermediate Section and showed Pink Paradise, Silken Sails,
Megalith, Magna Carta and Crackington to advantage.

Broomhill Irish Linen
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The shows at Bangor and Enniskillen clashed on 17th April and
suffered also from the fact that all London-bound exhibitors were
preparing for their annual assault on the mainland prizes. No detailed
report has been received from either show but I understand that Richard
McCaw won Best in Show at Enniskillen with Purbeck and that Ballydorn
and Sam Dukelow had a very keen contest in the Open Section.

On our return from a successful safari to the hallowed halls of the
R.H.S. where B.S. Duncan regained the Engleheart Cup and yours
truly retained the Richardson Trophy, it was down to business with a
vengeance getting ready for Belfast — our main target of the year outside
London. The venue returned to Maysfield Leisure Centre which is much
more suitable than last year's location, and we were fortunate to be
graced with the presence of many visitors from the U.S.A. Some of
them will doubtless be reporting on their trip but it was a pleasure to
renew acquaintance with so many and to meet new people about whom
I had only read. We hope that you had an enjoyable stay and we are
looking forward to your next visit.

The Championship of Ireland went, as usual, to Brian Duncan, with
yours truly and Kate Reade filling the minor places. Brian's entry was,
as usual, magnificent and included Soprano (still my top want), Brodick,
Garden News, Silverwood (Best Div. 3) and Sandycove (another of
my wants and NOT only for the name.) Best in my second place entry
was Kebaya, Chinchillia, Golden Sheen and my ever reliable seedling
S.3 (2 Y-R). Kate Reade in third place included Misty Glen, Merlin's
Castle and seedling 3/19/12 (3 Y-YYR) which was adjudged best
seedling. Brian also won the G.L. Wilson Award showing Cool Crystal,
Birthday Girl and Sextant from Kate Reade who included Misty Glen,
Irish Linen and a seedling.

I gained the upper hand from the professionals in the Royal Mail
Trophy which calls for six varieties, three blooms of each, Irish raised.
My group consisted of Vernal Prince, Patabundy, Ringleader, S.3, Merlin
and Namraj. Brian included Soprano, Dawn Run and Cosmic Dance
in his entry.

Brian had a field day in the Open Section with successes too
numerous to list. I was impressed with Ashante, Serena Beach and
Serena Lodge, and of course Soprano. However his State Express was
not good enough to beat my S.3 in the 2 Y-R class. The late and great
Tom Bloomer always said that to win a prize with one of your own
seedlings was the greated thrill in daffodil showing and to see the red
(first place) ticket in that class gave me the most pleasure this year. I
do not think that it is worthy of registration as it is slightly over-cupped
but it had a magnificent year and is a very reliable standby being quite
late and very sun resistant.
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Halley's Comet Merlin

Dunley Hall Lilac Charm
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Other exhibitors to feature in the open were Michael Ward with Nether
Barr and Triple Crown, John O'Reilly with Delta Flight and Ballydorn
with Canticle.

The Amateur Championship was won by Richard McCaw from John
O'Reilly and Maurice Kerr who retained the Bloomer and Duncan
Awards for most points in the collection and single bloom classes. Flowers
noted in the section included Misty Glen, June Lake, Pink Pageant,
Lancelot, Moralee, Sherbourne, and a seedling from Verona which
measured 2 W-W shown by Maurice Kerr which was the Best Bloom
in the Section. George Jordan won the Novice Section including Dr.
Hugh, Gold Convention, Mentor and Evesham (Best Bloom in Section).
R. Curry in second place included Gay Kybo, Ardglass and Megalith.
Flowers which caught the eye in the single bloom classes included White
Star, Rotarian, Mellon Park and Soledad shown by the previously
mentioned James Woods.

Later on that Saturday the N.I.D.G. hosted a dinner at Ballance
House which was an outstanding success. We have talked about such
a function for years and credit must be given to our hard working
secretary John O'Reilly who decided that we had talked enough. He
sat down and organized what we hope will be an annual event. At
the function, tributes were paid to the Belfast Show Manager, Gillian
Jones and her capable assistant, Alice Blennerhassett. The work
performed by these ladies in the organization of our feature show is
tremendous and we are eternally grateful to them.

And so to Omagh with exhibitors scraping the bottom of the barrel
to get flowers to show — or so we thought in the week before. Apart
from the Intermediate Section which was a disaster some fine blooms
were on display. B.S.D. retained the 12 bloom class with a fine group
which included Soprano (Best in Show and Best Div. 2 — he MUST
have a spare offset), Burning Bush, 1580 (2 W-WY), 1505 (2 Y-YR)
and 1076 (2 W-YP). Best trumpet went to White Star, Best Div. 3
was my Halley's Comet, and Best Div. 4 was Serena Lodge.

Maurice Kerr featured prominently in the Senior Section with Pale
Sunlight and Star War being particularly noted. Gransha, Kebaya, Notre
Dame and Cool Crystal were also in fine form.

On the following Sunday all roads led to Ballydorn for the Late Show.
We were blessed with a beautiful sunny day and the legendary hospitality
of the Harrisons. Just to prove that Soprano can be beaten, Notre Dame
was Best in Show. Delphin Hill, Patois, Serena Beach and D.1585
(2 Y-R) had survived to this late date and were impressive.

We were delighted to welcome Robin Reade to this show after his
serious accident. We hope that he will soon be restored to full health
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and vigour and it was obvious that his eye for a praiseworthy bloom
has not been impaired.

Now its back to daydreaming about 1994. What varieties shall we
keep, what will be discarded and most important of all, what varieties
shall we obtain by fair means or foul? Will that first flowered seedling
from crosses made in 1989 be the one that will set the daffodil world
alight? Will our bulbs be healthy when lifted? Will the weather be kind
when we start replanting? I hope that at least some of our dreams are
realized. Tell me in Oregon in March, as Mary and I intend to be there.

Best wishes to all.

See you in Portland!
Make hotel reservations by

MARCH 2, 1994.

SCHEDULE OF 1994 APPROVED SHOWS

BOB SPOTTS, Awards Chairman

NOTE: Send additions or corrections by January 5, 1994 for the
updated listing in March, 1994.

March 5 Clinton, Mississippi
State Show. Central Mississippi Daffodil Society at the Jennings Hall,
Mississippi College. Information: Dr. Ted Snazelle, 418 McDonald Drive,
Clinton MS 39056.
March 12 - 13 LaCanada, California
Pacific Regional. Southern California Daffodil Society at the Descanso
Gardens, 1418 Descanso Drive. Information: Ms. Helen Grier, 4671
Palm Avenue, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.
March 12 - 13 Dallas, Texas
State Show. Texas Daffodil Society at the Dallas Arboretum, 8617
Garland Road. Information: Mrs. Dottie Sabel, 4301 Edmonson, Dallas,
TX 75205.
March 12 - 13 Fortuna, California
Fortuna Garden Club at the Monday Club, 610 Main Street.
Information: Mrs. Christine Kemp, P.O. Box 212, Fortuna, CA 95540.
(707) 725-3122.
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March  1 9 - 2 0 Pittsburg, California
Northern California Daffodil Society  at the Boys  and Girls Club  of East
Contra Costa County,  1001 Stoneman Avenue. Information:  Mr.
Wayne Steele,  1777 Spruce Street, Livermore,  CA 94550.  (510)
447-5261.
March  1 9 - 2 0 Atlanta, Georgia
Georgia Daffodil Society  at the Atlanta Botanical Garden, Piedmont
Park  at the Prado. Information:  Dr. Susan Raybourne,  380 Hospital
Drive, Suite  370, Macon,  GA 31201.
March  19 - 20 Hernando, Mississippi.
Southern Regional. Garden Study Club  of Hernando  at the National
Guard Armory, McCracken Road. Information:  Ms. Leslie Anderson,
Rt. 5, 2302 Byhalia Road, Hernando,  MS 38632.
March  19 -20 Conway, Arkansas
State Show. Arkansas Daffodil Society  at Hendrix College, Hulen Hall.
Information:  Mrs. Charlotte Roush,  Rt. 3, Box 120-S, Sheridan,  AR
72150.
March  24 - 25 Portland, Oregon
National Show. Oregon Daffodil Society  at the  Red Lion Hotel Columbia
River,  1407 N. Hayden Island Drive. Information:  Mrs. Betty Jean
Forster, 31875 Fayetteville Road, Shedd,  OR 97377.
March  26 - 27 Wichita, Kansas
Wichita Daffodil Society  at the Botanica,  the Wichita Gardens,  701
Amidon. Information:  Mr. Ray Morrissette,  1840 N. Ridge Drive,
Wichita,  KS 67206.
April  2 Scottsburg, Indiana
Kentucky State Show. Daffodil Growers South  and Kentucky Daffodil
Society  at Leota Barn, Leota Road. Information: Mrs. Verne Trueblood,
3035 Bloomington Trail Road, Scottsburg,  IN 47170.

NANCY R. WILSON

miniature  and
species narcissus

Contact  her at 6525 Briceland-Thorn Road
Garberville,  CA 95542



April 2 - 3 Chapel Hill, North Carolina
State Show. North Carolina Daffodil Society at the North Carolina
Botanical Garden, Totten Center. Information: Dr. Elise Olsen, 109
Carolina Forest, Chapel Hill, NC 27516.
April 2 - 3 Knoxville, Tennessee
East Tennessee Daffodil Society at the Racheff Gardens, Tennessee
Avenue. Information: Ms. Nancy Robinson, 103 Sheffield Drive,
Maryville, TN 37801.
April 2 - 3 Gloucester, Virginia
Garden Club of Gloucester at the Page Middle School, Route 17.
Information: Mrs. W. John Matheson, Rt. 3, Box 1234, Gloucester,
VA 23061. (804) 693-4813.
April 2 - 3 Princess Anne, Maryland
Somerset County Garden Club at the Peninsula Bank of Princess Anne,
11732 Somerset Avenue. Information: Mrs. Thomas Larsen, 26374
Mt. Vernon Road, Princess Anne, MD 21853. (410) 651-9636.
April 6 Upperville, Virginia
Upperville Garden Club at the Trinity Parish House. Information: Mrs.
Tom Hill, Box 23, Millwood, VA 22646. (703) 837-1963.
April 6 Onley, Virginia
Town and Country Garden Group and Ye Accawmacke Garden Club
at the Carrie Watson Memorial Club House. Information: Mrs. David
W. Corson, P.O. Box D, Locustville, VA 23404.
April 9 - 1 0 Edgewater, Maryland
The Federated Garden Clubs of Maryland at the London Town Publik
House and Gardens, 839 Londontown Road. Information: Mrs. Marie
Coulter, 34 Prestonfield Lane, Severna Park, MD 21146.

Quality Show Flowers
standard - intermediate • miniature

Jeanie (McKillop) Driver
1105 S.E. Christensen Road

Corbett, Oregon 97019
(Telephone 503-695-5190)
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April 9 - 1 0 Nashville, Tennessee
Middle Tennessee Daffodil Society at Botanic Hall, Cheekwood
Botanical Gardens, Forrest Park Drive. Information: Mrs. Kitty Frank,
1018 Stonewall Drive, Nashville, TN 37220.
April 9 - 1 0 Richmond, Virginia
The Virginia Daffodil Society and the Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden
at the Virginia State Fairgrounds, 600 East Laburnum Avenue.
Information: Mr. George Bragdon, 8702 Shadow Lane, Richmond,
BA 23229. (804) 282-7233.
April 9 - 1 0 Cincinnati, Ohio
Southwestern Ohio Daffodil Society at the Cincinnati Zoological &
Botanical Gardens, Peacock Pavilion, 3400 Vine Street. Information:
Mr. Tom Stettner, 3818 Drakewood Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45209.
April 16 - 17 Dayton, Ohio
Southwestern Ohio Daffodil Society at the Wegerzyn Horticultural
Center, 1301 E. Siebenthaler Avenue. Information: Ms. Rebecca
Priester, 3041 Bulah Avenue, Kettering, OH 45429.
April 16 - 17 Washington, D.C.
Washington Daffodil Society at the National Wildlife Federation Building,
Route 7, Tyson's Corner, Virginia. Information: Ms. Delia Bankhead,
Rt. 9, P.O. Box 4, Hillsboro, VA 22132. (703) 668-6651.
April 18 - 19 Chillicothe, Ohio
Midwest Regional. The Adena Daffodil Society at the Veterans'
Administration Medical Center. Information: Ms. Mary Rutledge, 704
Ashley Drive, Chillicothe, OH 45601.
April 1 9 - 2 0 Chambersburg, Pennsylvania
Chambersburg Garden Club at First Lutheran Church, 43 West
Washington Street. Information: Mr. Richard Ezell, 94 Willowbrook
Drive, Chambersburg, PA 17201.
April 20-21 Baltimore, Maryland
Maryland Daffodil Society at the Church of the Redeemer, 5603 North
Charles Street. Information: Mrs. Harris E. George, 614 W. Timonium
Road, Timonium, MD 21093.
April 20 - 21 Indianapolis, Indiana
State Show. Indiana Daffodil Society at the Marion County Agricultural
Office, 9200 N. Meridian Street. Information: Mr. Joe Hamm, 4815
Fauna Lane, Indianapolis, IN 46234.
April 23 - 23 Morristown, New Jersey
New Jersey Daffodil Society at the Frelignhuysen Arboretum, Joseph
Haggerty Education Building. Information: Mrs. James M. Porter,
Pleasant Valley Road, RD2, Mendham, NJ 07945.
April 23 - 24 Kennett Square, Pennsylvania
Delaware Valley Daffodil Society at Longwood Gardens. Information:
Mrs. Marvin Andersen, 7 Perth Drive, Wilmington, DE 19803.
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April  23 - 24 Columbus, Ohio
The Central Ohio Daffodil Society at the Columbus Zoo, 9990 Riverside
Drive, Powell. Information:  Mrs. Cindy Hyde, 8870 State Route  22
East, Stoutsville,  OH 43154.
April  24 - 25 Nantucket, Massachusetts
Nantucket Daffodil Society  at the "Meeting House," Harbor House,
North Beach Street. Information: Ms. Mary Malavese, P.O. Box 1183,
Nantucket,  MA 02554.
April  26 Akron, Ohio
Northern Ohio Daffodil Society at the Rolling Acres Mall, Romig Road.
Information:  Mrs. Otho Boone,  340 Reimer Road, Wadsworth,  OH
44821.
April  27 Greenwich, Connecticut
New England Regional. Greenwich Daffodil Society  at the Christ Church
Parish Church Hall, 254 E. Putnam Avenue. Information: Mrs. Nancy
Mott,  38 Perkins Road, Greenwich,  CT 06830.
April  30 - May 1 Rockford, Illinois
Central Regional. Northern Illinois Daffodil Society  and the Council of
Rockford Gardeners  at the North Towne Mall, 3600  N. Main Street.
Information:  Mrs. Nancy  Pilipuf,  11090 Woodstock Road, Garden
Prairie,  IL 61038.
April  30 - May 1 Glencoe, Illinois
Midwest Daffodil Society  at the Botanic Garden  of the Chicago
Horticultural Society, Lake Cook Road. Information:  Mr. Charles
Wheatley,  P.O. Box 150, Mongo,  IN 46771.
May  6 - 7 Dublin,  New Hampshire
Northern  New England Daffodil Society  at the Dublin Townhall.
Information:  Mrs. Susan Barker, Lake Road, Dublin,  NH 03444.
May  7 - 8 St. Paul, Minnesota
State Show. Daffodil Society  of Minnesota  at the Como Park
Conservatory. Information:  Mr. Raymond Swanson, 11680 Leeward
Avenue  S., Hastings,  MN 55033.

TEST TUBES  FOR DISPLAY, TRANSPORATION, SHOWS
We have added several new sizes of tubes as a result of requests from several
people. Current sizes and prices per dozen are:

6
10
12

'13
15

•25

X

X

X

X

X

X

50 mm
75 mm
75 mm
100 mm
85 mm
150 mm

1.80
2.00
2.25
2.40
3.15
7.20

16
16
16
18
20

X

X

X

X

X

100
125
150
150
150

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

•

3.25
3.50
3.75
4.60
6.00

Recommended Sizes
All prices are F O B . Cinnaminson, New Jersey. We will ship via UPS ground service unless
requested otherwise. Shipping charges  of $4.00 will  be adequate  for at least  one dozen
tubes, with actual shipping charges being included  for larger orders.

LEE'S BOTANICAL SUPPLY
351 Buttonwood Lane  • Cinnaminson, NJ 08077  • 609-829-6557  • Fax: 609-786-1314
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Return Postage
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SERVICES  AND SUPPLIES
Slide Sets

1. Show Winners  6. A Survey  of Pink Daffodils
2. Mitch/Havens  New Cultivars  7. Species  and Wild Forms

and Seedlings  8. Classification  and Color Coding
3. Novelties  and Newer Varieties  9. Poeticus Daffodils  in Present  Day Gardens
4. Daffodil Primer (Garden Club  10. Landscaping with Daffodils

Special  11. Artistic Daffodil Designs
5. Miniatures  12. Breeding Double Daffodils

Slide rental $15.00  per set to ADS members, $20.00, non-members. Confirm dates
well  in advance. Address  all correspondence concerning slides  to:

Kirby Fong,  790 Carmel Avenue, Livermore,  CA 94550  (Tel. 510-443-3888)

Membership application forms.  No charge.
ITEMS  FOR SALE

Daffodil  Pin (tie back,  pin back,  or ring  top) $10.00
Daffodil Cuff Links, Clip-on Earrings 35.00
Words From  An Old Wife, Birchfield,  1992 11.50
Daffodils  to Show  and Grow,  1994 6.00
Handbook  for Growing, Exhibiting  and Judging Daffodils,  1990 7.00
The Daffodil Handbook,  1966 Paper Cover 4.50
Modern Miniature Daffodils,  J. Wells  38.00
Daffodils  for Home, Garden  and Show,  D. Barnes  27.00
Narcissus  1990, J. Blanchard 45.00
Narcissus,  1991, M. Jefferson-Brown 38.00
Daffodil Diseases  and Pests,  T. Snazelle  5.00
Print-out  of Daffodil Data Bank $20.00 with binder $25.00
RHS Daffodil Checklist,  1989 24.00
Ten back issues  of The Daffodil Journal  (no choice)  12.00
Single copies  of the Daffodil Journal  3.00
Journal Binders (holds  12 copies)  12.00
ADS Approved List  of Miniatures,  1994 two first class stamps each
Show Entry Cards  - Standard  or Miniature (please specify)  500 for $22.00;

1,000  for $38.00
RHS Yearbook, Daffodils 1982-83  5.00
RHS Yearbook, Daffodils 1988-89  8.00
RHS Yearbook, Daffodils 1992-93  10.00
RHS Yearbook, Daffodils 1993-94  10.00
Older  RHS Yearbooks  on Daffodils, 1958-1971,  a few earlier ones...write  for prices
Ohio residents  add 6% sales  tax. Prices subject  to change without notice.

Prices include postage  in U.S.A. Make checks payable  to American Daffodil Society,
Inc. Correspondence  is invited concerning out-of-print publications  on daffodils. Copies
of these  are sometimes available  or names will  be placed  on want list.

AMERICAN DAFFODIL SOCIETY
1686 Grey  Fox Trails, Milford,  OH 45150  (513) 248-9137
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